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Design and Verify Circuits. Fast.
EleCtl‘OIliCS Workbench‘i‘

Complement Your Test Bench
W
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Analog Module includes:
- complete control over all component values
- ideal and real—world models for active
components
. resistors, capacitors, inductors, transionners,
relays. diodes, Zener diodes, LliDs, BJTs,
opamps, bulbs, fusesJFEl‘s, and MOSFEI‘s

. manual, time-delay, voltage-controlled and
cuntnt—contmlled switches
. independent, voltagecontrolled and current—
controlled sources
- multimeter
- function generator (1 Hz to 1 GHz)
- dual-trace oscilloscope (1 Hz to 1 GHz)
- Bode plotter ( l mHz to 10 GHz)
0 SPICE simulation of transient and steadystate
response

Here‘s why Electronics Workbench belongs onyour test bench:
Wires route themselves. Connections are always perfect. And the
simulated components and test instruments work just like the real
thing. The instruments are indestructible and the parts bin holds
an unlimited supply of each component. The result: thousands of
electronics professionals and hobbyists save precious time and

money. Over 90% would recommend it to their friends and

colleagues. Electronics Workbench: the ideal, affordable tool to
design and verify your analog and digital circuits before you
breadboard.
And now the best is even better - Electronics Workbench
Version 3.0 is here. It simulates more and bigger circuits, and
sets the standard for ease of use. Guaranteed!

@ Features in Version 3
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0 new components include JFEI‘s, MOSFEI's,

voltage-controlled and current-controlled sources
and manual, time-delay, voltage-controlled and
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current-controlled switches
- real-world models for opamps, BJTs, JFEI's,
MOSFETs and diodes - over 100 models available
- MSDOS version now supports up to 16 MB of
RAM for simulation of hi or circuits

. new Microsoftg' Windows

version available

- technical support now also available on
CompuServe

Just £199!

Electronics Workbenchi
Digitai Module includes:
- fast simulation of ideal components
°AND, 0R, XOR, NOT. NAND and NOR gates
o RS, JK and D ﬂip-ﬂops
- IED probes. halfaddeis, switches and seven-

sesmmt cﬁsplars

- word generator (16 eight-bit words)
- logic analyzer (eightchatmeD
0 logic converter (converts among gates, truth
table and Boolean representations)

The electronics lab in. a containerm

Call=(0203) 233216 :5
ROBINSON MARSHALL (EUROPE) LTD.
NadeIIa Building. Progress Close, Leofric Business Park.
Coventry CV3 2T‘F TEL: (0203) 233216 FAX: (0203) 233210
*30-day money—back guarantee.

Shlpplng charges - UKsase. All prices are plus VAT.

All trademarks are me propeny of their respective owners.
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What’s going on in the technology world
A news view from all points of the compass.

Research World
Technical advances from around the globe.

Subscriptions
Cut out the middle man get your copy direct from us.

the Centronic Sound Machine
Sample the better things in life with Dr. Pei An’s PC compatible
sound sampler.

Another batch of correspondence from the post bag.

An Act for the Cabaret __
Peter Roberts dons hat and cane and explains the theory '
behind his ‘Cabaret’ active loudspeaker design.

The Evolution of Audio
Amplifier Design Part 4
John Linsley Hood wonders - ‘True Hi-ﬁ at last?’

What’s compact, easy to build and ﬂattens you before giving
you a boost? Daniel Coggins audio compressor. 7

Cordless Audio
Andrew Armstrong helps us keep our neighbours friendly with his .
Infra Red stereo audio transmitter.

The Alchemist
Mike Meechan now gets to grips with this Hi-Fi pro-amp.

Echo Base
Echo Echo Echo. Paul Stenning’s Digital echo unit will ensure
you have astounding repeat performances, again and again.

Ideas Forum
Where innovative ideas turn into inventions.
I

At Your Servnce
The one stop shop for PCBs past and present.

Technoshop
More offers and exchanges in our monthly team-up with
The Technology Exchange.

Future View
Alan McKeon, International Vice President of Iterated Systems,
considers still and moving images and how the human eye sees
them, how computers handle them and how they will be
delivered across the information super-highway.

Jonathan Sharp
' 9 demonstrates his
' i j award winning
project to the Duke
of York

New PCMOIA
card in
Europe
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it as a communications, [10, storage and

IBM has extended its family of

multimedia device.
IBM offers three infrared wireless
adapters, for PCMCIA and each card
includes a transceiver giving mobile
users the beneﬁts of a wireless Local

PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory
Card Interface Association) cards to the

Area Network (LAN).
The adapters transfer data at

European market. These include Infrared

lMegabitec and can be used with new
or existing wired LAN 5 such as Ethernet
or LANs running Novell’s Open Data
Link Interface.
It is a non-line of sight adapter,
which means that transceivers do not
have to be aimed at each other or at a
ﬁxed position and will have full
communication in a 30' x 30‘ room.

Wireless Adapters, an audio adapter, a
Every care is taken when compiling themluuine. However, the publishers clnllDl
beheldlegllly responsible farmer:indiemyzimorfrom lots-rising fromdme
errors. Any errors discovered will be published in the next available edition crux

make it easier to change the
configuration of any type of PC and use

Data/Fax Modem card and an R8232
Adapter based on the PCMCIA standard.
A PCMCIA card makes a PC more
ﬂexible. Originally designed for the
mobile computing market where low

power consumption and small size are
critical, these credit card-sized cards can

1st prize winners in the lunlor
category, Jeremy Brettell and
Jonathan Moodie show their

‘HVP

with drivers for DOS and 08/2

An infrared wireless LAN allows
users to share resources such as printers,

ad hoc networks and disk drives by
infrared—enabled mobile computer
networks. For those wanting to take
electronic mail and files away from their
offices, wireless LANs provide a
convenient way of uploading and
downloading ﬁles from the desktop or
even LAN-attached servers. They also
allow multiple mobile users to share the
same desktop printers and LAN access
point.
The IBM Infrared Wireless Adapter
is priced at around US$150.
The Audio Adapter Card expands

multimedia opportunities for portable

computing by adding high—deﬁnition 16bit stereo sound to many software
applications.
The audio adapter consists of a
PCMCIA Type II card connected to a
small, detachable. tethered Audio
Interface Module. The module has a
built-in mono microphone, stereo lineinternal stereo microphone in-jack and a
stereo-out/headphone jack. The audio
adapter features a high quality 16—bit
stereo CODEC to record and play back
audio signals. The card can record and
play back upto a sampling frequency of

48KHz, using 8 or 16bit resolution in
stereo or mono form.

The audio adapter will be shipped

operating systems that are compliant
with PCMCIA Standard Version 2. A
driver for Windows 3.1 that consists of a
point enabler for Intel 8236SSL chipsets
is available with the initial release of the
product. IBM software is packaged with
the adapter to add a full range of audio
functions, including text to speech

translation, internal MIDI synthesis
capabilities and .WAV recording and
playback.

In DOS, 05.12 and Windows
environments, the audio adapter card
allows a full range of programs to be
run. including: IBM’s Linkway Live
V1.0 and StoryBoard Live V2.0 for

DOS; Microsoft Video for Windows;
Lotus Freelance Graphics for Windows

2.0 and WordPerfect Presentation for
Windows 2.0 in the Windows
environment.
The 14.4/ 14.4 Data/Fax Modem
allows users to communicate at data

rates up to 57.6Kbps (with V.42bis data
compression) and fax rates upto

14.4Kbps. It also supports AT and Fax
Group 3, Class 1 and 2 commands used

by most third party fax and data
software. A lowerspeed, lower~cost 2.4]
9.6Kbps data/fax modem will be
available in the second quarter of the
year.

BT Brings
Inform ation
Superhighways
closer
BT has taken another step forward in
bringing the information superhighway
nearer to reality. They have produced a
device at its Martlesham Heath Labora-

‘L'l'hinnestlc-

tories, which will increase the capacity

of current optical ﬁbre links from
around 1,900 simultaneous phone conversations to a high of 78,000. The
technology also has the potential to
handle 150,000 calls over ISOkm of
continuous ﬁbre optic cable.
The new product is expected to play

a major part in tomorrow’s infonnation
superhighways in allowing existing 1.3
micron ﬁbre optics - of which there are more
than three million kilometres in BT‘s UK
network — to achieve far greater data rates
over much longer transmission distances.
The superhighways could carry a

mixture of analogue and both compressed and uncompressed digital sig-

nals to make it technically possible to
deliver such services as three-dimensional television, interactive multimedia
services (sometimes referred to as video
on demand), high quality audio and

computer data to the ofﬁce or home.
Previously. BT researchers have been
involved in the development of 1.5
micron amplifiers, which led to improvements in capacities in the longer
wavelength ‘window’. The current

breakthrough increases the signal
strength by 1,000 times at 1.3 microns in
the region of the spectrum where pulse
distortion is about 10 times lower.
The new optical ampliﬁer is compatible
with the existing optical ﬁbre infrastructure
and will allow the full bandwidth of BT’s

existing ﬁbre optic investtnent to be used.

The full 20 bit
treatm ent
Independent classical recording
company, Modus Music has acquired
two Nagra D recorders to further the
company’s commitment to 20 hit

the company now has five 20 bit capable
recorders in the ﬁeld.
“The engineering quality is ﬁrst
class,” confirms producer Tryggvi
Tryggvason. “We often use two

machines simultaneously for security,
along with at least one time coded DAT

so everything is in triplicate.”
“Usually we record in stereo but

recording.
The company which produces
recordings for labels as diverse as EMI,

very useful on a few occasions, where
we have an organ that we require to

Chandos. Conifer, ASV, BMG and even

overdub for instance. We have already

Sony in Japan, has been able to offer a

used the four track facility in order to
keep voices separate and not commit

20 bit recording and editing capability

having the facility for multitracking is

since November last year. With the

them to the mix until later. We can of

purchase of the two Nagras, equipped
with on-board 20 bit A to D converters,

course synchronize the two machines to

provide us with an eight track system”.

Modus operates four editing suites at
its Hayes headquarters, with a choice of
harddisk editing systems forZObit
mastering'l‘helabclalsomaintainsan
almostpermancntpresenceatAliSaints
PadshﬁmchinPetetshammaking
extensiveuseofﬁneofthcverybest
acousticaanywhere".

Tryggvasouscesthetimewhen
dcmandwilldictatcthatallofModus's
workbeinthc20bitdomain,asbeing
inthcneu'mhcrtlmtlcdistantfuuire.
Thatofcou'sewillbcgoodnewsforthe
CDlisteningpublicaadgoodnewsfor
theNagnD.

Atomic Accuracy
Fluke has increased the accuracy of its portable frequency counterlcalibrators with the
introduction of the PM6685 Rubidium. The built-in rubidium atomic clock gives a 10digit display and an accuracy of 2.5 x 10- IO relative measuring resolution in a seeond,
making this gadget the most accurate counter on the market.
The rubidium reference provides very high stability, even under severe operating

Control
Network
Research

conditions. The rubidium atomic resonance principle is intrinsically 100 times more
stable than conventional electromechanical crystal resonators, which makes the use of
a rubidium reference the right choice for field measurements and calibrations

demanding accuracies better than one part in 10“, or where frequent calibration of the
counter is not possible.
Warm-up time is within 6 minutes for a 1 x 109 accuracy.
Frequency options up to 4.5GHz.

Til: Cybernetics Department of the

University of Reading has launched a
three year S.E.R.C. (Science and
Engineering Research Council) funded
project to demonstrate the benefits of
applying Echelon’s LONWORKS
control network architecture to process
control applications.

The project has been set up in
collaboration with Quad Europe who
manufacturer soldering machines,

Toshiba who make the Neuron chip for
Echelon, PAA Ltd. an independent

linking Neuron-based control systems.
“The aim of the project is to show
how distributed process control can
bring beneﬁts to a real life application.”
remarked Kevin Warwick, Head of
Cybernetics at the University of
Reading. “ B y distributing intelligence,
wiring costs are decimated, the network
stays up and running when one
component fails and time—saving parallel

processing becomes a reality," he said.

Devices can be connected using any
type of cable - twisted pair, power
mains, optical ﬁbre or RF. A mixture of

these can be supported through routers.
The network centre is controlled by

the Neuron chip. containing three
microprocessors, on-board memory and
a complete seven-layer open systems
protocol. It is fully programmable and
can be used in intrinsically safe

consultancy and Echelon, developers of

In three years, the University aims to
develop a process control system

applications by altering clock speed and
power censumption. Neuron chips cost
around $10 today and should be $5

the LONWORKS architecture for

suitable for commercial development.

within the year.

Res-arch
Technical Advances from around the Globe
Making the transition from
electron beam X-rays
lithography
A US company, Lockheed Corp,
expects to be producing 0.15-micron
microwave monolithic ICs by 1996
using X-ray lithography. It has already
demonstrated 0.25—micron fabrication of

MMIC ampliﬁers as it gears up for
volume production of F—22 avionics
modules.
Paul Hoff, director of MMIC circuit

and module development at the defence
contractor’s Lockheed Sanders unit said
Lockheed is making the transition from
electron—beam to X—ray lithography as it
moves toward affordable production of
0.25—micron MMICs for next-generation
fighter aircraft.
Lockheed opened an automated

module fabrication facility at the end of
1993 as the first step in the transition

from c-beam to X-ray lithography. Hoff
said the contractor expects to
demonstrate production of 0.25-micron
MMl in a year.
The high cost of producing MMl

has been a major hurdle to broader
military and commercial applications.
Hoff said Lockheed’s goal is to reduce
the cost of hi grim-performance MMICs for

the F—22 from $10 to $2 per device.
Lockheed is the US. Air Force’s
prime contractor for the F—22 ﬁghter and
is also a member of the Texas

Instrument lnc..-"Raytheon team for the
second hardware-development phase of
the Pentagon’s MicrowavefMillimeter~
Wave Monolithic Integrated Circuits

(Mimic) programme. That effort focuses
on reducing MMIC production costs,
conducting MMIC systems
demonstrations and foundry support.

Using e-beam lithography, Lockheed
has demonstrated MMIC technology by
reducing the size of such equipment as a
custom-made phase shifter to 200
equivalent phase-shifter chips in a 3-in

an area in a single exposure. The

increased time involved makes the
process unsuitable for mass production.
Since each F-22 avionics module will
contain about 20 MMICs at 0.25-micron
feature size, Lockheed has begun the
transition to X-ray lithography to
produce the high-performance parts
affordably. Lockheed Sanders produced
its ﬁrst X-ray-deﬁned MMIC last year
and is under contract with the Advanced
Research projects Agency (Arpa) for a
MMIC manufacturing demonstration
using X-ray lithography.
Lockheed currently uses an X-ray
stepper developed by Hampshire
Instruments, a start-up that has gone out

of business since the purchase.
Along with the X—ray source,
Lockheed’s MMIC foundry includes
gear for attaching components using
epoxy and solder with 0.5-mil placement
accuracy, a robotic wire bonder and a

carrier proher. The equipment permits
direct attachment of MMICs and
ceramic substrates to module housings

of aluminium and silicon carbide.
The line has the capacity to assemble

similarly to the wideband receive
module being developed by Lockheed
Sanders for the F-22 electronic
countermeasure suite.

“To realize the full potential of
MMl, the cost must drop,” Hoff said

during a technology brieﬁng recently.
“X-ray lithography can realize a 10—20
times throughput advantage over e-beam
lithography, with an associated

reduction in chip cost.”
If the market takes off, high-volume
MMIC production could provide a badly
needed technology driver for X-ray
lithography. The physics of Galliun
Arsenide. a semi—insulating material that
naturally isolates devices from one
another. makes it easy to deﬁne smallgeometry devices. For example, a metal

semiconductor ﬁeld-effect transistor
(MESFET) can be defined entirely with

wafer. While e-beam equipment is
competitive with X-ray lithography in

layer. That makes it easy to push

terms of deﬁnable feature size, it writes

galliun arsenide designs below 0.25

features directly, rather than patterning

micron.

a metal pattern over a doped epitaxial

“Galliun arsenide reduces many of
the processing steps required in silicon,
cutting back on alignment problems,”
Heaton said. Another advantage is the

confinement of the really ﬁne detail to
small areas of the circuit. Those
considerations apply to the broadband
power ampliﬁers the company plans to
produce in volume.

Making photovoltaics

more economical
A potentially low-cost solar energy
technology which uses solar
concentrators and a photovoltaic cell is
currently generating lKW at Georgia
Power’s Shenandoah Environunent and
Education Centre in Newman.
The systen, which has a measured.

stabilized efﬁciency for converting sunlight
in electricity without degradation of 15.5%,
has been certiﬁed for participation in the

Photovoltaics for Utility Scale Applications
{PVUSA) project.
Called an integrated high-concentration
photovoltaic (IRCPV) array, it consolidates
structural, electrical, thermal and optical

componea into sinple building blocks.
The integrated array is intended to
eliminate unnecessary components so
construction is simpliﬁed, to reduce
capital and labour costs.
Central to the IRCPV system is a

high-concentration solar cell developed
at Stanford University. Sunlightconcentration solar cell systems use

smaller area silicon cells than systems
without concentrators.
According to EPRI, system efﬁciency
can be raised to 20% by the end of 1994.
Amonix recently demonstrated a stable
individual cell efﬁciency of 24%. Current

plans are to build a ZOKW unit in 1994.
The company believes that by the end
of the decade it will be able to deliver
systems based on this technology for
$2000/KW or provide power at 5 cents!
KWh with a production run of lOOMW.
At that price it should become
competitive for a wide range of
applications including utility scale
generation in high sunlight areas.

WHO KNOWS
WHERE
TECHNOLOGY
WILL TAKE US?
Every month Electronics in Action attempts to ﬁnd
out by presenting you with top quality construction
projects, excellent features on the latest technology,
and a peek at the luture by some of the finest
scientists and industrialists the world has to offer. A
12 month subscription will ensure that you stay fully
informed about, and be a part of luture developments.
All this tor £27 (post free)* if you live in the UK or £42
it you are overseas. Which just leaves us wondering How long before we have personal rocket packs on
the beach?
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‘ " signal from the microphone in

from otheif sources, is ampliﬁed by the
pwamp unit. This ampliﬁed signal'is

an 8-bit successive approximation analogue to digital converter with a guaranteed accuracy of 0.5 LSB and minimum
conversion time of 9us. A clock generator and a bandgap voltage reference are
included on the chip. When the -CON~
VERT input (pin 4) receives a low
going signal, the AID converter is triggered to start AID conversion and the
-BUSY output (pin 1) becomes low. The
-BUSY output will go high at the end of
the conversion indicating that the con-

version is completed. The -RD input
(pin 2) is the data enable line which is

taken low to enable the data on the
output lines (pins 18 to 11) which otherwise are in impedance state. Refer to the
circuit diagram (Figure 5), the -CONVERT output (pin 4) is connected to one

1766L AVW
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of the control group lines of the
Centronic port. To start a conversion,

(b) Dlgitlﬂng an analogue algnal and ve-protluclng It - Wavetable method

fier and then fed to the speaker. The
block diagram and the circuit diagram of
the device are given in Figures 4 and 5.
respectively.
A detailed description of the
Centronic port and the way it is controlled has been discussed in detail in the
article “Mission Control" in April‘s
issue of the Electronics in Action.
The pre-ampliﬁcation uniti based
on a popular operational ampl' 1er 741

IC. It is configured as a non-inverting
ampliﬁer. The close loop gain of the IC
is set by the negative feed back circuit
R4, R5 and R6. and is equal to the value
of R5+R6 divided by resistor R4. The
input impedance is set at 27K by R3. C1
provides a DC block at the signal input.
The quiescent voltage at pin 6 of [Cl is
about 1.2 volts.
The AID conversion unit uses a
ZN448 AID converter IC (1C2). which is

the computer will send a high—to—lowthen-high signal to the -CONVERT line,
then the computer reads the -BUSY
output line and check whether it goes to
high. When the high state is detected,
thePCreads datafrom theAIDconverter. A clock capacitor (C4) of a value
of 100p is connected across pin 3 and
the ground (pin 10) which enables the
on-board clock generator to operate at
about 800 KHz. A negative power
supply ranging from -3V to -30V should
be supplied to pin 5 (-V) via a tail resistor R8, the value of which has to be

chosen according to the voltages. In the
present circuit. the negative voltage is
generated by a diode pump circuit, RT],
D1, C5 and R10, driven from the -

BUSY output. Pin 8 of the IC is the
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output of the 2.55V on-board reference
VMM. To use this reference, a resistor
R7 and a decoupling capacitor C3 are
required and Vnmm (pin 8) is connected
to m
(pin 7'). The sound signal from
the pre-amp is fed to Vi.I (pin 6). The
digitized value for an input voltage is
determined using the following equation:

The interfacing unit consists of a
74LSZ41 IC (1C3). Since the Centronic

nents to prevent high frequency instabil—

Input voltage
255

x255

port only has 5 input lines and one of

ity. R16 and C13 are boot-strapping

them has already been used for monitor-

components which give the circuit good
efﬁciency. C15 is the power supply

ing the -BUSY output of ZN448. only
four lines are left for reading the data.
To read an 8-bit byte, 74LSZ41 IC, the 3
state octal buffer, is used. When pin 1
(the l s t enable input) is taken low. the
four left hand side buffers work (ie. the
outputs will follow the status of the

inputs). When pin 19 (the 2nd enable
input) goes high the 4 right hand side
buffers will work. If pin l and pin 19 are

decoupling capacitors and C M is the
output coupling capacitor. The input
sound signal from the D/A converter is
attenuated by a variable resistor R13.
The power supply unit uses a 7805

5V regulator (IC6) and requires an 8l2V DC power supply. The current
requried is below 500mA.

Testing
After soldering, a careful inspection

must be conducted to check all the joints
and connectors to make sure there are no

shorts. After this, power can be con—
nected to the device. An oscilloscope

can be used to check the waveform at
pin 3 (CLOCK) of ZN448. It should be a
SOOKHZ square wave. Plug a micro-

phone into the audio signal input socket,
the waveform of the sounds picked up

by the microphone can be seen at pin 6
of 3’41 IC. Unplug ZN426 IC from the
socket and connect pin 6 of 741 IC to
pin 4 (Vm) of ZN426, if the audio sys-

tem is OK, sound received by the microphone can be heard from the speaker. At
this stage, the device can be connected
to the computer. First of all, switch off
the computer and the sound machine,

then plug the device to the printer port
using the printer lead. Next switch on
the sound machine and the computer. If
the computer does not boot u p properly turn off the computer, unplug the device

and check the board again. If everything

connected together to form the Data
Selection Line (DSL), by putting the
line low and then high, we can read 4
bits connected to the left hand buffers
and the other 4 bits connected to the

right hand buffers in turns. Operating in
such a manner. the 8-bit data from the

AID converter can be read into the
computer.
The digital to analogue unit consists

MIC: DVfMl-llc
‘ POWER: 9V BAT
SPK: B OHM
GND

of an 8-bit DIA cOnverter ZN426E (1C4)
which consumes a typical supply current

SPEAKER
,2
l:

of 5 milliamps and has a setting time of
typically 9ps. It is contained in a standard 14 pin DIL encapsulation. The de-

3 Ht H SW t‘l 1'

NOILOV U!SOINOHLOE'IE
3

This allows the voltage gain of the
ampliﬁed to be adjusted by an external
resistor (R15) and the voltage gain is
approximately equal to the value of the
internal resistor divided by resistor R15.
R15 is recommended to he i n the range

from 22 to 220R, C8 and C9 provides
DC blocking. C10.decouples the supply
to the pre-ampliﬁed stages of ICS, which
helps to give the circuit good ripple
rejection. C ] I, C12 and R111r are compo—

Decimal value =

17661. AVW

speaker. Pin 2 on ICS is the inverting
input and there is an internal 6K resistor
between the input and output of the [C

vice has an on-board 2.55V voltage

reference with its output at pin 6 (V lmm).
To use this reference, an external load

resister R11 (390 ohm) and a decoupling
capacitor C6 (4.7pF) are used. The
voltage reference output i s directly

connected to the reference voltage input
at pin 5(m). The analogue output
voltage is taken from pin 4 (Van) and is

Construction

in the range 0 to 2.55 volts. The relationship between the output voltage and
the value of the input data is shown

The Centronic sound machine is con-

below:

structed on a single—sided print circuit

board. The full size copper foil pattern
and component layout are shown in
Figures 6 and 7. The printed circuit

. =
Output v oltage

Input data x
2.55m
255

board is available from the EIA PCB

is OK. you can now run programs.
Firstly. use a musical software (such as
the one introduced later) to check the D!
A circuit, then use the control program
provided to check the whole circuit.

Please follow the instructions given by
the software and adjust the volume
control and pre-amplification gain to

service (see page 6 ] ).
Components may be mounted in the
following order: links, resistors. diodes,

achieve the best result.

ampliﬁcation unit which is based on the
TBA820 IC (ICS). This IC requires a
power supply from 3 volts to [ 2 volts
and is able to provide an output power

DIL lC sockets, capacitors, electrolytic
capacitors, PCB connectors. the voltage
regulator, Centronix connector and

of up to 2 watts RMS using an 8 ohm

sockets are used for all ICs.

1 Control program
A program for controlling the sound
sampling and play back has been written
in TURBO PASCAL 6 and is listed
below. The ﬂow chart of ’the program is

This signal is fed into the audio

ﬁnally the ICs. It is suggested that [C

Programming

MAY1994
the device to sample sound and play.

best value, since different computers
may run at different speeds and the time
delay must be changed accordingly.

The program will sample the sound for
about 10 seconds, then play the sample
back over and over again. Readers are
encouraged to develop their own software to include more functions and
achieve various sound effects.
To start the sound sampling, a short

high—to-low-then-high pulse is sent to
the convert input. After this the computer starts to check the BUSY outline
continuously until it becomes high.
Then the computer sets the data selection line high and reads the 4-high bits
from the converter. Next the data selec—
tion line is taken low and the computer
reads the 4 low bits. The two readings
are rearranged and combined to form a
signal 8-bit data. To play back the digitized sound, the computer sends data to
the D/A converter and the sound is
produced by the BIA converter.
The complete program list is given at
the end of this article. Readers can either
type the program into the computer or
contact the EIA ofﬁce (details are at the
end of this article) for the software on

ﬂoppy disks. Messages in { ] are the
explanations and can be omitted when
inputting the program into the computer.
It is noted that the variable DELAY

1 Simple Effects
The simplest way of experimenting

digital sound effects is that you store a
long sequence of sampled sound data,

Public domain software

such as your speech, in the memory.
Then you program the computer to play
them back in different ways. If the play-

The are several public domain software
packages available from various PD

back rate is higher than the sampling
rate, you will be surprised to ﬁnd that

software libraries which support the Dt'A

you sound like a little baby. If i t is

converter module connected to the printer

lower, you sound like an old man. Another sound effect is to send the sampled
sound data in the reverse order. What a
sound that will be!

port. One of them is ModEdit which
allows users to create sound ﬁles (MOD

ﬁles). This program combines a memoryresident program ModRes which is able
to play back the music created from
within the editor environment. It is easy
to compose with ModEdit, which is pull~
down menu driven. You just enter the
notes one by one into the computer under
the edit environment. To hear the music
you have entered, you select the correct
option from the menu.

2 Delay effect
This effect will delay a sound sample
(played in the same order as it was
received) . The effect of delay can be
achieved using the following procedures. The computer samples the sound

and stores the digitized data in the
memory. In between each sample. the

computer sends a previously stored

Applicatio ns
The idea of converting an analogue
scund into a digital form, processing it
and converting it back to the analogue
form is very useful for the purpose of
producing various sound effects and

value to the DIA converter, to produce a
delay effect.

3 Echo and reverberation

studying characteristics of the sound.

Samples are taken and stored in the
memory. Each sample is sent out to the
DIA converter. It is immediately fol-

The following is a brief introduction of
what we can do with this device.

lowed by sending data which are a
fraction of an earlier sample stored in

6

NUMBER in the program has to be
experimented by the readers to ﬁnd the

ELECTRONICSin ACTION

shown in Figure 8. This program is
written as a demo to show how to use

If the sign of the previous value is

reversed before adding a small fraction
of it to a large fraction of the current
signal, the reversed effect is produced
(i.e. aY - bX, a+b:l and a>b). The
resulting signal is composed mainly of
the most recent sample and the influence

of earlier samples is removed by subtraction. Dow-frequency trends die out
mgnlzlngsound

quickly and high frequency changes are
retained. We therefore have a high-pass
ﬁlter. To combine the low-pass and high
pass filter, we obtain a band-pass ﬁlter.
Different ﬁlter combinations can be '
achieved to create various sound effects.
5 Fourier analysis

The Fourier analysis, also known as
Fourier Transformation named after the
mathematical] J.B.Fourier, is a process
which divides a sound into a ﬁnite
number of different sine waves. This

analysis will tell you how a sound is
composed and what are the dominant

Playr back

frequencies. Numerical procedures of
Fourier transformation are available
from various software libraries and
textbooks. You can develop a program
to record the sounds of birds, musical,
instruments and voices of your friends,

carry out the Fourier Analysis and ﬁnd
out ﬂte characteristics of these sounds.
This information can be used as a data

base to recognise birds, musical instruments and you friends by analysing their
sounds.

the memory. We therefore hear the
sound plus a faint echo of the sound
already heard earlier. Processing in this

long as the sum of the two is equal to 1
(e.g. 1/4X + 3I4Y, or 1/20X + 19/20Y).

6 A BIG Program
Combining these ideas and others together, you can write a BIG program
that not only plays the preprogrammed
music and speech but also composes
music itself and understands what you
say.

Processing in this was, rapid changes in

puter can be also programmed to play
the echo many times with its amplitude

the signal do not have a signiﬁcant
effects on the output signal, since they
are averaged out with the previous

gradually decreased. We thus get a
repeated echo, gradually dying away.

effectively in changing the output value.

way gives just a signal echo. The com-

Prevlous Current Weighted data
ax + bY
data
data
{a=b=0.5)
(Y)
(X)
1 1O
120
100
120
130
1 1O
13D
14O
120
125
120
1 30

values. Only low frequency changes are
As a result, the program acts as a lowpass ﬁlter.
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next stage. The fraction weights for the
two values, a and b, can be changed as
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4 Filtering
Filtering is achieved by summing a
fraction of the current sample with a
fraction of the previous sample. The
summed value is sent to the DIA converter. An example is shown above.
At each sample. the resulting value sent
out becomes the previous sample for the
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List of the control program
program Centronic_ Sound_Machine:
{Program w r i t t e n by Pei An f o r c o n t r o l l i n g the CENTRUNIC SOUND MACHINE}
{Program i s w r i t t e n f o r lZMHz B0236 machine and LPT1 C e n t r o n i c p o r t }
uses
Crt;

var
bytel.byte2.truebyte:byte:
i.j.delaynumber:integer;
ii:longint:
soundbyte:array [ 1 . . 6 3 0 0 0 ] o f b y t e :

{ T o t a l number of d i g i t i z e d data i s 6 3 0 0 0 }

procedure d e l a y t i m e :

{Delay a short while}
begin
f o r i : - 1 t o delaynumber do J : - 1 0 :
end:
Procedure sample;

{To d i g i t i z e sounds}
begin
f o r i i z - l t o 6 3 0 0 0 do begin
begin
port[3901:31:
[CONVERT—0. DSL=1}
port[3901:-D:
{CONVERT-l, D S L - l }
{To s t a r t AID c o n v e r t e r }
repeat
byte1:-port[889]:
{To check t h e BUZY l i n e and read b y t e l . bytel-xxxhhhhx}
u n t i l byte1<128;
p o r t [ 0 9 0 1 : = 2 : {DSL-Ol
byte2:-port[889]:
{To read b y t e Z , b y t e 2 = x x x l l l l x }
h y t e 1 : - b y t e l and 1 2 0 :
f b y t e l and 00011110 = 000hhhh0}

end:
end;
end:

Procedure playsound:
{To p l a y back t h e sound v i a Din c o n v e r t e r }
begin

repeat
delaynumber:-40:
{Delaynumber f o r p l a y back the sound}
f o r i i : - l t o 63000 do begin{Loop t o p l a y back t h e sound}
delaytime;
{Time d e l a y }

port[BBB]:-soundbytegiiJ:
en :
delay(1000)

{Sent data to BIA coverter from portEBBBJ}

until ii<0
end:

{-----ﬂn—---=—=main program----------------}
begin

|

ClrSCr:
w r i t e l n i ' Connect the microphone t o the d e v i c e ' 1 :
!w r i t e l n f ‘ Use pre— a m p l i f i c a t i o n g a i n and volume c o n t r o l t o o b t a i n the best sound q u a l i t y ' ) :
w r i t e l n f ' S t a r t sampling. Press RETURN t o s t a r t sampling’ 1:
'
w r i t e l n ( ‘ A t the end o f t h e sampling. a beep w i l l s o u n d ‘ ) : r e a d l n ;
sample:

soundf440): delayiSﬂﬂ): nosound;
w r i t e l n f ‘ F i n i s h e d sampling. Press RETURN t o s t a r t r e p l a y i n g ' ) ;
w r i t e l n i ‘ T h e d i g i t i z e d sound w i l l be played back over and over a g a i n ‘ ) :
readln;
playso und:
end.

ELECTRONICSin ACTION 8

b y t e 2 : - b y t e 2 shr 3 : { s h i f t 3 b i t s r i g h t . byt32=11110000l
truebyte:-byte1 or bytez:
{ b y t e l o r bytez = l l l l 0 0 0 0 o r 0000hhhh - l l l l n h h h }
portEBBS]:—truebyte:{To send data t o DIA c o n v e r t e r }
soundbyte[ii]:-truebyte:
delaynumber:n15:
{To s e t delaynumber=25. This number i s f o r 12HHz 286}
{For o t h e r machines. t h i s number needs t o be changed]
delaytime;
{To delay a s h o r t time}

MAY1994

bytelz=bytel shl 1; { s h i f t 1 b i t l e f t .
bytel-0000hhhh}
byte2:=byte2 and 120:
{byteE and 00011110 - 00011110}

BILBII’S

VIEWDATA RETURNSSS madabyTandata. includas 1200.75
modern, krbd. RGB and comp orp. printer port No PSUEBMAGBP'I

IBM PC CASE AND PSU Ideal base Tor building your own Pc.
Es equipment but OK. £14.00 each REF: MAGNPZ
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get Two b'xb‘ or
team solar cells. 4 LE Us. wire, buzzer. snitch plus 1 raiay or
motor.Superb value kit just £5.99 REF: MAGBPB

SOLID STATE RELAYS Will switch m mains Input 3.52m
DC 5M3X21mm with terminal screws £3.99 REF MAGAPIO

SHOP! M DTP MONITOR Brand new, TTL/ECL inputs. 15'
landscape. 1200x1564 phid complete with o'rcuitdiag to help you
inie‘tece with your protects. JUST £24.90. REF MAGZoPt

ULTRAMIIII BUG Mic amt-rinsinm made by Ako,.etzv
eledret condenser.Ccet E1Zea. OuﬂfourtorBSQ REF MAGTDPZ
ROBTOOAIECAITTL COLOUR MONITORS 12' in good
condition. Book anodised metal case. £99 each REF W P I
c m GAMES MACHINES returns so ck for spares or
repdr E9 each (no games). REF MAGSP‘I

CH COMPUTERS Returns. aooktormerssetnssremm
FUSELAGE LK'iI'ITS 3 root by4' panel 118' thidt with 3 panels
lhstglow graenwhen a vohagels applied. Goodrorhigntllghisﬂont
penais. aig nsdieoo etc. 50-100v per strip. £26 ref MAGZSPZ

ANSWER PHONES Returns with 2 routs. we give you thebiis

tor 1 rauii. you have to ﬁnd the other yourseir. 8T Response 200s
£18m REF MAG13P1.BT Response4ours£2§ u REF MAGZSPS
Suitable power supply £5 REF MAG5P12
SWITCHED MODE PSU ex equip. 6m +51! QM. vﬁvﬂﬁh
+12vg2A.-12v@.5A 120F220» cased 24am": IECInput
scorer £56.99 REF MAGTF’I

PLUG IN PSU av zoom DC £2.99 each REF MAG-spa
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC it»: $2.99 REF MAGsPtO
POWER SUPPLY tutty cased with mains and dip leads 17v Dc
BOOmA output Bargdn price £5.99 rat MAGSPQ
ACORN ARCH MEDES PSU +5” Q 4AA. onloil' sw unoosed.
sleuabla mains Input. t45x100145mm £7 REF MAGTPZ
OEICER COUNTER KIT Low cost pierced onai twin lube.
complete with PCB and components £29 REF MAG29P1
SIN CLAIROS 13‘whaals coir-plate withhibe. tyre and cydeetyta
bearing 26 ea REF MACSP 10

BU££8T9II BOARD

“UK 5.25 brand new hair reighl ﬂoppy drives IBMoompalbIe
Industry standard. Just £6.99 REF MAGTPS
PPCMODEM CARDS. These are high spec piugin cardamada
torihe Amstrad laptop computers. m o m dial up unit complete
with leads. Clearance price ia£5 REF: NAGSPi
IN FRA RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS Originally made tor
hi mac satellite equipment but perfect for al sensor ru'rrcte corrtroi
proieda. Our clearance price isjuat E2 REF: m2
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR CU IDE. A
very userul booklor ﬁnding equivalentlraneistore. iesdouls. specs
etc. £20 REF: MAOZUP1

SMCLAIRCS MOTORS We haveatew lettwithouigeaiooxes,

Theseare 12vDC3.300rpm S‘xd'.1r4'OPshett.&5REF:MAO§
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us
is: the above motor but stltebie tor any 12v motor up to 30A
Complete with PCB etc A heat sink may be required. £17.00
REF: MAG‘IT
VIDEO SENDER UN TT.‘i'ransmIts both audloandvideo sig nals
from either avidao camera. video recorder. TV or Computer etcto
any standard Weatina100‘ rongei (tune Tirtoaapare channel) 12v
DCop.PrIceisE15REF:IAG‘I§ 12vpouisatdraREF: MAGS"
'HN CORDLESS MICROPHONE Small hand held unitt a
500‘ rengei 2 transmitponer levels. Reds Possum”. Tunaeble
to any FM receiver. Price is£15 REF: M40191

LON COST’NALKIE TALKIES Palrorbattery ,

TWEEI'ERS 2' diameter good quality tweeter 140R (ok with
above spaurer) 2 for E2 REF: more or4tor£3 REF: MARSH

100MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPES
JUST £259
RING FOR DETAILS

AT KEYBOARDS Made byﬁpriootthesequeilty keyboards'neod
iuatasmall moditcetontorunon onyAT. lire'yworit pariec’tybutyou
will have to put is) with 1 or 2 torugn kaycapsl Price £8 REF:
MAGSPS

X‘l’ KEYBOARDS Mixed types. some returns. some good. some
toreign etc but all good lorsparesi Price is £2 each REFzMAMPI
or 4 tor ES REF: MACON

PC CASES Again mbradtypeseoyou takes chance next one on
the pile£12 REF:MAO12 drtttrc Utenmefot‘m REF: m

MASSIVE

OMMODORE M BRODRNE SYSTEM mini storage
device tor 064's 4 Imas faster than disc drives. 10 Imas raster
than twee. Complde unltjust E12 REF:MMI12P1

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE

SCHOOL STRPPERS We have mite a tell d the dtova

FANTASTIC £20.00 REDUCTION
REFURBISHED PC BASE UNITS
COMPLETE WITH KEYBOARD

H EADPHON ES TSP Theseera ekvtrginAlenlic. You cool-rave
a pure tor E2 REF: MAGZPI
PROXHTTY SENSORS These are atrial PCB'evrith whet lodt
like a sources-rd sensor LEDon one and and lots otcorroonertts on

AMSTRAD 1512 BASE UNITS
GUARANTEED
PERFECT WORKING ORDER.

SP! or 2010r£ﬂ REF: MACON
SNOOPERS EAR? Original made to do over the earpiece or
leiqihone to amplliy the sou rid-it also works qtlte wall on the cutie
runrtng dong the Inail! Price Is £5 REF: molar

A LOW COST INTRODUCTION TO THE HOME COMPUTER MARKET.

manuals or price lust ﬂ REF: MAB!“ Worth It just Ibr the very
comprehensive manual 625' only.

the reatotthe PCB. Cornpietewlihlyleads. Packd5£3nor:no:

DOS PACKS Microsoft version 3.3 or righer cotrplate with I

DOS PACK Microsoft version 5 align-I sottrrara but no menu-

AMSTRAD 15128D
1512 BASE UNIT. 5.25" FLOPPY DRIVE AND
KEYBOARD. ALL vou NEED a A monnon AND
POWER supper. WAS mom
NOW ONLY £29.00

REF: MAG29

JUC KETTLE ELIBENT good general purpose heating element (about 2kw) ideal for healng projects. 2 mm REF: MAGS
UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with lyieeds.
switch. ten etc. Two types avilwie 1500‘ at £15 REFIMAGTSM
ammm and 200w at£2tl REF: MAG20P3 ( m m )
'FMTRANSMI'I'TER housedinastandard working iaAadwterll
tin bug mnsdirecly orlthe malnssolaﬂstoreveri whypeyE'rEm or
price Ie£26 REF: MAG26 Transmitsto eny FM radio.

‘1” BUG KIT New design with PCB embedded col tor atrtra
stability. Wonistoeny FM redo. 94 battery req‘d.£5 REF: MAB6P5
“PM BUC BUILT AND TESTED superior design to rot.
Supplied to ddective agencies. 9v battery rec‘d. £14 REF: MAG'M

TALKING COINBOX STRIPPER originally made to retail at

OTMSHCOLOURMONI'I'OR MadatoworirwtihtheO’Cdﬂ
home ca'nputer. Slanderd ROB Input so will worii with other mechlnes. Relirrbished £59.00 REF:MABSS
are hi spec. long range interrII units 11hr operation. Sight monsoon
ease and unburied (although brand new) £8 REF: WIPE

WMDUP SOLAR POWERED RADDAMIFM radio complete
with hand charger and solar panail £14 REF: MAG14P1

COMMODORE S4 TAPE DRIVES Grastornsr rooms at £4

R;r:_MA<;39

SOL/II?WW1?” PANELS

cables fitted with 3 13Ap on one and. cable the other. Idedtor
prcieda low cost manuteduring etc. Paokot inform REF: MASH?!
Pack d100£20 REF: MAGZOPS

SFT X TFT IOWATT GLASS PANELS
14.5v/700mA
NOW AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER

SURFACEMOIJNT STRI'P ER Originally made aeeometomt

MAINS CABLESThesa ara2ccrestandant bleorzmmeins

or high rrequency ampliﬁer (main drip Is a TSAbEii 1? 136t
synthesiser) but good stripper value. an ettoetlent way to piaywlitl
surface mountconponents £1.00 REF: MAGTPI.

M DRUNAVE TIER Eledroniclinerwlth relay mot auntie

£33.95

to make enlarger tuner etc 54 REF: MAd

(PI-Ill seen MAI. PACIAOIIO (MIMI)

TOP QUALITY AMORPHOUS IIICON CELLS HAVE ALMOST A
TIMELESS LFESPAN WITH AN INFINITE NUMBER OF POSOBLE
APPLICATIONS. SOME OF WHICH MAY BE CAR BATTERY
CHARGING. FOR USE ON BOATS OR CARAVANS OR ANYWHERE A PORTABLE I2V SUPPLY IS REQUIRED. RE: moss

MOBILE CAR PHONE £5.99 Wall arnoatl complete in car
phone anciudingihe boat orelecironlcs nonnuiy hidden unmressi.
Can be made to illuminate with 12v also has built in ligﬂ censored
displayonly lliuminaleswhen dam Totely oonvlndngl REF: MAGEPU

ALARM BEACONSZanon slime madeto Inount on an animal
bell box but could be used tor caravans etc. 12v operation. Just
connect up and Ittiashes raga any) £6 REF: MAGoP i t

FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL High quality meld used

‘ ‘- units

COMPOSITE VIDEO Kn‘. Converts composite video into
sepu'ata H sync.v sync. end video. 12v Dc. £8.00 REF: MARSH.
LOGEOO PRINT ER ASSEMBLIES Made by Arnstrad they are
‘ " ' ' " - , ‘ “ ‘ stepper
‘ ' 'printer
entire
motors elceiicintact everything bertha case and dechoﬂceagocd
etnppart £5 REF: NAGePe or 2 tor £8 REF: MAGUPS
SPEAKERWIRE Brown 2core100todharlr£2 REF: MAGZPt
LED PACK or 100 standard rad 5m lads £5 REF MAGS“

FOREBN DOS 3.3-Genhan.French.Itailan etc £2 a pack with
manud. 5.25' only. RElAGZPI

REF: MAGs‘lPtT FUiiytestedand working unibaretiz REF: MAGTZPS
COMPUTER TERMINALS complete with screw. hyboard
and RSZBZII‘lpuIIoqut. Exequipment. Pnoois£27 REF: MAGZT

Now ONLY £39.00

with a range otaboul 200‘. idealtor garden use orasan adumtiohai

req'd. £30.00 pair REF: MAGS!) .

als hence only £3 REF: timers 526‘ only.

PIR DETECTOR Made by famous UK alarm manilacturer these

AMSTRAD 1512DD
1512 BASE UNIT AND KEYBOARD AND TWO
5.25" 360K DRIVES. ALLYOU NEED iSA mounon
AND POWER sumv WAS £59.00

alarm penal 350x165x80m'nJM1h hey. Comes with doctor!“ but
no information. sale price 7.99 REF: MAGBPS

FREE SOFTWARE!

toy. Price IsEiB I p d r REF: MAO SP1 2 Jr PPS read.

'I INATU RE RADIO TRANSCENERS A pair or walde
tildes with a range or up to 2 kilometres in open country. Units
measuram52x155nm. Completewilhceseeend earpieces. 2sPP3

uNtswhioh are 'returns’ as they are out! comprehend“ urine
they could beusedtorotherproiecisatc Let rlitnow horrmerryyou
need aljusi 50p a unit {minimum 10).

snout ONLY£29noo

AA MEAD PACK encapsulated pacir or 3 AA nicad batteries
(tagged) ex equip. SMMZmrn. £3 I pack. REF MAGSPH
11W 1 . “ pair cased with leads. Just £9.99 REF MAG‘IOPS

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS Made for HI FI m m
these are 10 watt 4R Jot matte 4' round with large
shielded magnate Good guilty general purpose speaker.
£2 each REF: MAG!“ or 4 for E6 REF: Mm

Brand new. UNUSED top quality Famous brand
Iicanaact software discs. Available In 5.25“ DSDD or 5.25”
HDonly. You buy the diskonct Itcomos with tree BRAND
NEW UNUSED SOFTWARE. We are octucrllysolling youths
floppy diet: fervour own 1! EGACHEAP" storage facilities,
ltyou ho ppen to geteotrwurothot you wonrln eecillllte as
will........ you get a 'MEGA BARGAIN' tool

Dona rrrrro s2.” RIF: MAO"?

rim on stone terminate

W W I I BUY SURPLUS STOCK£££££££
TURN voua warms STOCK intouse.
menu-rs SETTLEMENT. we wru. ALso QUOTE roe
ccetrms FACTCRYCLEARANCE.

1994 CATALOGUE.
PLEASE SEND up . M 312313 3A5 roe YOUR FREE cow.

SUPER SEE HEATSINK swore guilty alrrrrlnlun hestdnk.
385 it 133 x 61mm. 15 line enatrle high heat doipation. No MC!

sale price £5.99 REF: MAGSPii
RHOTE CONTROL PCB These are receiver boards for
garage door opening systems. You may hue another use?1 £4 a
REF: MAII34P5

PX12“ AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 1563mm
13mm. Bargain price just can as REF MAGBPTZ.
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE SUMPER PACK 10 metres for 04.9
MMAOSP‘IS ideeltorarperimenterll 30mtor£1239 refMAGtaPt

LOPTK Line otnput irsnﬂorrners believed to be for hi roe colour
monitors but usdul forgetting high venuesrm low ones! EZeach
REF: MABZPIZ DWI pedt at 10 lot E12 REF: MAGTZPS.

SHOP OPEN 9-5.30 SIX
DAYS A WEEK
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PORTABLE RADIATION DE

£49.99

£79 each.these units are designed to convert and ordinary phone
Inioa payphone, The units have the tears missing and sor'nelimea
broken hinges. Howeverthey can be adapted tor their orignd use
or used tor something alse‘n Price iejust so REF: MABSPT
100WA'TTMOSPET PAIRSarne spoons ZSMaaZSJﬂS
(M140v.100rr) 1 N channel. 1 P channel. 53a pdr REF: IABSPZ
VELCRO 1 metre length or each side 20mm wide (odd: way or

A Ha nd hold personal Go mm: and X Ray detector. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes. heater 4
digit LCD display with o Piazo speaker. giving an
audio visual indication. The unit detects high
energy electromagnetic Quanta with on energy
from 30K eV to over 1.2M a v and a measuring '

MACNETIC ACI'I'ATORS Consisting ors cased mains motor

range 015-9999 URrh or 10-99990 Nrrh. Suppled
complete with handbook.

hung tortarnpol‘ary jobs etc) £2 REF: IABZPS

with read. The motor has hire magnetsi'ixedloa rotortiiat spin round
inside. Tharaaraaieo 2 piesilocovarad magnetssupplad. Madelor
moretysiinirgliqddeiyeu mayhaveauee‘i’ﬁaeecrllEFJAﬂm

REF: M A 5 0 _ _ _

EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING (U.K.)
ROWAN HOUSE, WOODLANDS ROAD. RILLINGTON, MALTON, Y017 8L0, N YORKSHIRE
SALES AND INFORMATION HOTLINE
All prices are exclusive of V A T @ 17.5%
Subject to availability deepatdt is

and UK mainland deliirer'yr Export orders
normally effected within 2 days from
are welcome. Please call for carriage
receipt ol cleared payment. Please allow
to country 01 destination, Payment by
1' working days for cheque ciearance. All
cheque, bankers draft. cash or
orders will be Iulliled within 26 days
postal orders.
unless otherwise notified.
E & O.E Al prices stbjecl to change wilhoul notice. Please call before ordering. Goods are not smplied on a trial basis.

0944 - 758989
FAX: 0944 - 758989

TOP QUALITY DEALS”

386 SX-40MHZ
SBBDX-40MHZ
ABGSX-ZSMHZ
486DX-33MH2

486DX-50MHZ
4860LC-40MHZ

MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA
MONO VGA
COLOUR SVGA

$620.00
£696.00
£635.00
:271 7.00
£695.00
£775.00
£832.00
:E912.00
£934.00
$1014.00
£734.00
£310.00

£635.00
£711.00
£650.00
:2726.00
£710.00
£786.00
$847.00
£923.00
£949.00
$1024.00
£749.99
£824.00

£650.00
£726.00
£665.00
3745.00
£725.00
£805.00
$862.00
£942.00
£964.00
531044.00
£764.00
£844.00

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE: MINI TOWER OR DESK TOP CASE WITH DIGITAL SPEED DISPLAY. 3.5" FIDPFY DRIVE (1.441113), 5.25” (1.2M?) FLOPPY
DISK DRIVE, 2 SERIAL'H. PARAIJEIJIGAMES PORT, 102 KEY UK KEYBOARD, MICROSOFT COMP MOUSE, ' 3 YEAR WARRANTY, M5 DOS 5, MS WINDOWS

MOTHERBOARDS
ECM‘IDID msmomrz
590101 mcwHm CACHE
scum 4665312511142 VLB 256K CACHE
EOMIOS 4565x330 HZ VLB 256K CACHE
ECMIO-l 4360X33MHZ ma 256K CACi-E
ecmos 4560mm: VLB 256K more
ecu 105 mnxsom-iz VLB 256K more
some? daeDLcaouHz VLB a come

3.1. ALL SYSTEMS ARE SOAK TESTED FOR 48 HRS.
SO FTVVA R E

£62.00
292.00
£14100
£160.00
mam
£290.00
23mm
£162.00

HARD DISK DRIVES
ECMIOB 120m IDE CCNNER
ECMIOQ 170MB IDE CONNER
ECMI 10 210MB IDE CONNER
ECMIII 250MB IDE CONNER
ECMI 12 330W IDE CONNER
ECM113 IGB FAST 505l FUJITSU

£153.00
£160.00
£173.00
£178.00
£210.00
[3640.00

MEMORY
ECM114 256K SIMMS MODULE
ECMI 15 1MB SIMMS MODULE TONS
ECMI 16 4MB SIM-MS MODULE SONS

£CALL
ECALL
ECALL

LATEST D E S I G N C A S E S
ECMI 17 DELUXE DESKTOP
ECMIIB DEUJXE SLIMLINE CASE
ECMIIQ DELUXE MINITOWER
ECMIEO DELUXE FULLTOWER
ECMIZI DEUJIIE MULTIMEDIA

£45.00
£52.00
£48.00
£90.00
£0?.00

KEYBOARDS
ECM122 102 KEY UKKEYBOARD
ECM123 HIGH OUAIJTY (CORPORATE! KEYBOARD

5114.00
£23.00

EOMIZ-I- CHERRY KEYBOARD

£26.00

ADD—ON C A R D S
ECM131 IIO CARD 2SIIPI1G
ECM132 lDE CARD ZHDQFD WITH CABLES

ECM 1 3A IDE CACHE CONTROLLER 2HD12FD
ERIE ADEPTIC 154.20 SCSI HIGH PERFOFNAIKZE KIT

.
£192.00

COMMS PRODUCTS
ECM 136 FAXMODEM 9600mm WITH BITFAX FOR DOS 99.00
ECIIJ'I FAWCDEI-I 96002400 WITH BITFAII FCR DCSI'I'IIDOWS £5100
EON 130 POCKET FAXIMODEM 960012400
£5100

MONITORS
KIRK MCNO VGA 1 I. MONITOR
8313 COLOUR SVGA 14 MONITOR
m
MOW SVGA 14 NON INTERLACED
M ? COLOLR SVGA 15 NON INTERLACED
m
comm SVGA I'I' NON INTERLACED

£85.00
£169.00
£182.00
{CALL
2560.00

ECMISG MS DOS V5.0
E'CMISA MS DOS V6.0

£25.00
£3100

EGMIGS MS WINDOWS V3.1
ECM175 MS DOS V3.3 {FOREIGN} GERMAN 5.25' ONLY
ECMII’E MS DOS V3.3 {FOREIGN} FRENCH 5.25' ONLY
ECMIT.’ MS DOS V3.3 {FOREIGN} ITAIJAN 525" ONLY

£33.00
£22.00
£22.00
£22.00

CD TITLES
ECMISO WORLD ATLAS CD
ECM151 GUINESS DISC OF RECORDS 1993 CD
ECMISZ WORLD VIEW WITH VIDEO FOR WINDOWS
ECMISS KODAK PHOTO CD ACCESS SOFTWARE

£26.00
£25.00
£25.00
£20.00

EGM 106 AA HOTELS A RESTAURANTS

H0130

ECMIST SHAREWARE (NERLOAD
ECMISB PUBLISHERS DREAMS

£1500
£3100

ECM169 WIN PLATINUM

£25.00

ECMITD WORLD FACT m
'93
ECM17‘I WINDOWS MASTER
ECM172 BUSIIESS MASTER 2ND EDITDN
ECMIIB VIDEO MOVIE GLIDE '03
ECMII'II TOOLWCFIKS REFERENOE LIBRARY

£25.00
£22.00
£22.00
£3500
£25.00

DISPLAY C A R D S
ECM139MONOCARDWITH PRINTER PORT
ECM140VCA CARD 256K

£16.00
£36.00

ECM141IE-EITSVGACARDSI2K

£30.00

ECM142 TRIDENT 69006L 16 BIT SVGA 1MB
ECM1¢3 TSENG LAB ETIICDO 1MB 16.7MB COLOURS

£52.00
£64.00

PRINTERS
E'CM125 HP DESKJET510

£239.00

ECM126 HP DESKJETSEIO
ECMI'Z‘I HP LASERJETIL

£419.00
0192.00

ECMIZD PANASONIC KXP‘I 123 24 PIN DOT MATRIX

£139.00

ECM129 CANON BI 105K BUBBLE JET
ECM130 PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE

£184.00
£2.00

MULTIMEDIA
£125.00
ECM144 MITSUMI CD ROM 5 lNTERFACE CARD
SCI-116 PANASOIESSZMSPEEDC‘DRCM W E KIT £159.00
ECMI‘E SOLNDBLASTER V2 CCNPAITBLE WITH SPEAK ERS £45.03
£02.00
ROM 1"! SOUNDEILASTER PRO WITH CD INTERFACE
£24.00
ECMIAB AMPUFIED POWER SPEAKERS
ECMIIIB VIDEO CAPTURE CARD AND VIDEO FORWMOWS £215.00
£14.00
ECMI'I6 MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MOUSE
ECMII'Q ANALOG JO‘II STICK IREOLIRES GAMES PORT} £22.00

FLOPPY DRIVES
ECMI60 3.5' 1.44MB FLOPF‘Y DISK DRIVE
ECMIEI 525' 1.2113 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
ECM162 FLOPPY DRIVE MOUNTING KIT

£32.00
£40.00
£100

TELECOM PRODUCTS
UAFOR'I'UNAI’ELY WEARE UNABLE TOUSTOUI‘I FLAL LINE OF
TELECOMPWTSAS ITIS SO LARGE. BELOWISA LISTING
OF CATEGORIES, FLAL LISTS ARE AVAILABLE BY
TELEPI-IONEIFAX.
STAMMRD AND FEATURE PHOES
SPECIAL APPUCA'I'ICW HMS
OPERATOR HEADSETS
SPECIAL ENVIRUVMENT TELEPI-KZWES
NOVELTY A CLOCK RADIO TELEPHONES
DECORA 'I'IVE' IELEPHONES
ANSWERING MACHINES
ANSWERING MACHINE TAPES A ACCESSEWIES
CORDLESS TELEPHOAES
CMDLESS ACCESSORIES BATTERIES a AERIALS
CT! DIGITAL CORDLESS TELEPHONES
FULL RANGE OF CELLULAR TELEPHOVES
MO FACING SYSTEMS (MOE AREAJ
RADIO FACING 5Y3 TENS {LOCAL AREAJ
PAYPHONES
PAYPH'WE ACCESSORIES
FACSIMILE MACHINES
FAX SWITCHES a MODEMS
BUSINESS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
CALL EARRING DEVICES
ALDIO .l VISUAL MICA TCRS
VOICE MAIL SYSTEMS
FAX-ONOEHAND SYSTEMS
FULL LINE OF OFT-"ICE PRCDUGTS fGOPIER-S' ETC}
SECURITY PRODWTS
COMING SOON:
VDEOCOAFEFIENCING SYSTEM
CALL METERING DEVICE [FRAME—FA)
CALLER IDENTIFICA IION' (SURJEC T TO APPMVALI

EUROPEAN COMPUTER MARKETING OFFERS
YOUR ULTIMATE LINE OF SUPPLY!!!
THE ULTIMATE SERVICE!!!
VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES!!!
AND THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS!!!

SALES 8: INFORMATION HOTLINE 24 Hrs
ALSO PRODUCT DETAILS & LATEST PRICES
AVAILABLE BY FAX-ON-DEMAND CALL FROM
A FAX MACHINE AND PRESS START WHEN
REQUESTED 0944 - 753989

TRADE 8: CORPORATE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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at the face. However when immersed
in a liquid of reasonable refractive

index the light is no longer reﬂected.
This could be detected by a LED/
photodetector combination at the end
of the rod. The length of the rod
determines the detection level.

Ideas, Criticisms and
back to Ideas
In the Ideas Forum of the April issue of
Electronics in Action you asked for a
simple solution to the problem of detect—
ing the level of a non—ionic ﬂuid. There
are in fact a great many simple solu—
tions. Off the top of my head I could

However my main reason for writing
was to comment on the general standard

if”
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100uF

m
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:1onn
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rue
mm
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Similar muddle-headed design was
evident in the circuit for an egg incuba—
tor which appeared in the February
issue. Temperature control is a simple
matter that nowadays can be achieved

with one [C as even the author admits! If
he insists on safety then why not isolate
or insulate the probe instead of the
whole circuit? Even more thoughtless is
to generate a relatively stable reference

of the construction projects in EIA.
After a good start, with some innovative
and well thought out designs, the level

control and then to have a separate
reference, D1. to produce the zero offset

seems to be falling back to that of other

current.

hobby magazines.

voltage using ICSc to feed the setpoint

Perhaps I could make three sugges-

suggest the following all of which have
been used commercially:

The A-B guitar switching box that
appeared in the April issue is a good
example of what I mean. The author
does not fully understand the operation

tions that I believe would maintain or
even improve on the early high standard
of EIA.
Firstly as many readers are primarily _

of the 4066 analogue switch. After

1 A ﬂoat containing a magnet that

raising the DC level of the signal to half
the supply by means of ICl he then

interested in the design aspect of the
circuits. why not extend this part of
project articles at the expense of construction details. These are usually the

operates a reed switch sealed in a tube.

2 Detection of the reduction in temperature of a self-heated probe such
as a thermistor when it is immersed
in the liquid. National Semiconductor produced (and may still do) an IC,

the LM903, which utilised this principle.
3 Use of a transparent rod with the
bottom face angled so that light is
normally totally internally reﬂected

removes the DC component before

passing the signal through the 4066. The
signal is therefore referenced to the 4066
negative supply and will be prone to
unnecessary distortion. In addition only
one 4066 is in fact required. SW1 could
quite easily switch the LEDs directly
and the use of the other half of two
sections of 1C2 in parallel makes no
signiﬁcant improvement in performance.

same anyway and could even be repeated every month in a separate section
at the back of the magazine with only
special points included in the project
description. The article could then con—
centrate in far more detail on why the
author had chosen a particular design
and, more importantly, what other op-

tions he had considered. Generating and

evaluating ideas is fundamental to the

certain it would be of more value to
innovative readers than rehash'mg tired
old circuits. I‘ll even volunteer to write
.
it for you!

innovative process, something EIA is

supposed to be nurturing.
Alternatively why not actively encourage criticism of published designs
and seek suggestions for improvements.
Having a practical starting point might
tempt readers to think and experiment
more than maybe Ideas Forum is doing.
I noticed you did take a small step in

Andrew Chadwick
Hull

Thank you for your comments and
valued criticism. I have to say that
one of the main objectives of the
magazine is to get people to look a t

this direction in publishing a letter
commenting on Mike Meechan’s mixer
project.

the circuits we publish and to update

or improve them it needs be or to
use them for a different application.
We have to remember these are all
working prototypes and not well
established designs. Yes I agree,
part of the emphasis should be on
why the author chose an idea or
design and is in our brief to potential
authors. Regarding the latest news
we already have a couple of
on l,
articles prepared. However, I will
take you up on your suggested designs, please forward them for possi—
ble publication.
Finally - No doubt Daniel Coggins
and David Silvester, the authors of

The ﬁnal point concerns information
about the range of ICs now available.
Much inelegant design is due to either
being unaware of a n IC which will
perform a function simply and effectively or of then using it incorrectly due
to lack of understanding or inability to
read a data sheet. Although catalogues
do contain information on a range of

ICs, this is not comprehensive or up-to—
date. I remember a regular column in the

old Practical Electronics called Semiconductor Update which each month
featured details and applications for a
handful of new l which could be
relevant to the hobbyist. It used to be
one of the ﬁrst pages I turned to! How
about something similar for EIA? I’m

Stereo Image
I ﬁnd the projects by Mike Meechan most

interesting as I am in the music business
myself and into electronics as a hobby.
I have a problem which may or may
not be able to help me with. I came
across an article dated back about 1980
on a Stereo imager which used a VCA

chip namely a 1537A. At the time it was
available from a company called Aphex
audio systems in London. However they
no longer exist. Can you give me any

idea of where I might ﬁnd such a chip?
M Coutts
Aberdeen
PS An idea for a project - A stereo
imagerlpanner for studio use.

Any suggestions from any music
people out there? - Ed.

the projects you mention, will pro-

vide suitable return comments. - Ed.

PY SERVICE
95 our January issue was so popular and is
”cam”-

.

an.» .
.- "was

{tow sold out, we have introduced a new

m §ewice to enable you to obtain any articles that

.. . you may be missing. Each article copy costs

.

£2.00 (including P&P).
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EXPRESS COMPONENTS
MAINS IONIZER KIT. Very useful
kit that increases the flow of negative
ions, helps clear cigarette smoke, dust,
pollen etc. Helps reduce stress and
respiratory problems. £15. kit, £20
built.
COMBINATION LOCK. Electronic

STROBE LIGIIT. Bright strobe light

501.103 f0r£1.50

with an adjustable frequency of 1-60hz.
(a lot faster than conventional strobes!)
£16 kit, £20 built.
4W FM TRANSMITTER. 3 RF stages,
audio preamp. 12-18vDC. Medium
powaed bug £20 kit, £28 built.

Nice mix ofchips at a bargain price!

9 key combination lock suitable for

3 CHANNEL LIGHT CIIASER. 3x

alarms, cars,houses etc, easily programmable. Includes mains 2Arc1ay oIp. 9v
operation. £10 kit, I£14 built.
VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY.
Stabiized, short circuit protected Gives

800w output, speed and direction controls, can be used with 12 led’s (supplied)or TRIACS formains lights (also
supplied). 9—15v DC. £17 kit, £23 built.
25W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage, a
preamp will be required. (Our preamp
below is suitable) £79 built.(no kits).
SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Produces any thing from bird chips to
sirens! add sounds to all sorts of things
£9 kit £13 built.

ELECTROLYTIC PACK 1
100 small mixed electrolytic

3-30v DC at 2.5A, ideal for workshop

or laboratory. £14kit,£ 18 built. 24VAC
required.

LEAD ACID CHARGER. Two automatic charging rates(fast and slow),
visual indication of battery state. Ideal
for alarm systems,emergency lighting,
battery projects etc. £12 kit,£16 built.
PIIONE LINE RECORDERDevice
that connects to the 'phone line and
activates a cassette recorder when the

handset is Iiﬂed. Ideal for recording
'phone conversations etc!. £8 kit, £12
built.
ROBOT VOICE. Turns your voice
into a robot voice! answer the phone
with a different voicet. £9 kit, £13
built.
PHONE BUGDETECTOR. This de
vice will warn you if somebody is
eavesdropping on your 'phone line. £6
kit £9 built.
PIIONE BUG. Smallbug powered by
thetelephoneline. Only transmits when
the phone is used. Popular surveillance product£8 kit, £12 built.

FMIAM SCANNER.
Well not
quite.you have toturntheknob yourself

but you will hear things on this radio
(even TV) that you would not hear on
an ordinary radio! A receiver that covers 50—160MHZ bothAM and FM. Built
in SW ampliﬁer. £15 kit, £20 built.
CAR ALARM SYSTEM. Works on
Vibration and/or voltage drop from door
etc being opened. Entry and exit delays
plus adjustable alarm durationLow cost
protection! £12 kit, £16 built.
15W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage,
high power bug.You willneed a preamp
for this (see our preamp below which is
ok) £69 built. (no kits).
1W FM TRANSMITTER. 2 stage including preamp and mic. Good general
purpose bug. 8—30VDC. I .. _. H
£12 kit,£16 built.

independent level and tone controls.
Ideal for use with the hi power FM
transmitters. £15 kit, £19 built.
TREMBLER ALARM. Designed for
bikes etc, adjustable sensitivity, preset
alarm time, auto reset. Could be adapted
for all sorts of "borrowable" things £12
kit,£16 built.
ULTRASONIC RADAR. A project

about a month on one
1.5V battay. Frequency is

set to drive away mosquitos etc. £7 kit,
£11 built.
3 CHANNEL SOUND T0 LIGIIT.
Can be used any where as no connection

is made to hi ﬁ. Separate sensitivity
controls

for

each

channel,

1,200Wpower11andling. Microphone
included. £14 kit, £19 built.

that can be used as a movement detector MINI METAL DETECTOR. Detects
in an enclosed space. Range about 10 pipes,wires etc up to 20cm deep. Usemetres, l2vDC.

Good basis for

ful before you drill these holes! £8 kit,

car,shed,caravan alarm eto.£14 kit, £19
built.
PHONE CALL RELAY. Very useful
kit that incorporates a relay that operates when the phone rings. Can be used
to operate more bells, signalling lights
etc. Good for noisy enviroments or if
you have your headphones on! £10 kit,
£14 built.
PORTABLE ALARM SYSTEM.
Small 9v alarm system based on a mercury switch. The alarm contitues to

£12 built.
0-5 MINUTE TIMER. Simple time
switch adjustable from 0-5 mins,will
switch 2A mains load. 12v op. Ideal for
laboratory, photographic projects etc.
£7 kit, £11 built.
1 WATT III Fl AMPLIFIER Useful.
powerful ampliﬁer 20hz-1 5112, 1218vdc. Good for intercoms, audio systems, car etc. £7 kit £11 built.
INCAR SOUND TO LIGHT. Put

some atmosphere in your car with this
sound until disabled by the owner. kit. Each channel has 6 led’s that create
Buzzer included. £11 kit £15 built.
a beautiful lighting etl'ectl £10 kit, £14
800W MUSICTO LIGII‘I‘ EFFECT. built.
Add rhythm to your music with this VOX SWITCH. This is a sound actisimplesound to light kit. £8 kit, £12 vated switch, ideal for use on transmitbuilt.
ters, CB's, tape recorders etc. Adjust—
MOSQUITO REPELLER. Modem able sensitivity, built in delay. Mic in'"
way to was misses as!!! 3.11“? f?! put. £7 kit, £11 built.

WIRE PACK
25 Metres of insulated wire for just
£1.00, good for projects etc.

ca acitors just £1.00

ELECTROLYTIC PACK 2

SLEEVING PACK
100 assorted pieces of slowing for
connectors etc; Yours for just £1.00

50 larger electrolytic mixed

capacitors

DIODE PACK
100 assorted diodes for just £1.00

RESISTOR PACK NO I
250 low wattage resistors, ideal for
most projects etc. Just £1.00

20 light emitting diodes for £1.00

RESISTOR PACK NO 2
Hi wattage pack, good selection of

TRANSISTOR PACK
50 mixed transistors, another bargain

mixed wattages and values 50in all,
bargain price just £1.00

at £1.00

PRESET PACK
Nice selection of 25 mixed preset
pots for just another £1!
RELAY PACK NO I

6 mixed relays for £1, thats just 17p

LED PACK

BUZZER PACK
10 things that make a noise for just
£1.00!
POT PACK
10 pots for £1, (5 different types) a
snip at £1.00

each.

CONNECTOR PACK
10 different connectors, again for £1

FUSE PACK NO I
40 mixed 20mm fuses, ideal for
repairs etc, or just to stock up the
spares box! Just £1.00

99p

BULK PACK S
PREA MP MIXER. 3 channel input,

CERAMIC CAPACITOR PACK
Good mixed pack or“ 100 capacitors
for just £1.00

FUSE PACK N0 2
30 mixed 1.25" fuses again ideal for
spares etc. Just £1.00

DISPLAYS
10 seven segment displays for
£1.00

ORDER 10 PACKS OR MORE
AND CHOOSE ONE FREE
PACK“

FREE comroﬁiNT CATALOGUE wmr EVERY ORDERI!

KITS 'N MODULES

LIQUID LEVEL DETECTOR.
Useful item, can be used to detect
fluid levels in watertanks, baths. ponds

low a telephone conversation without

holding the handset to your ear! £1 1 kit
£15 built.

fishtanks etc. Could also be used as rain
alarm with an easily constructed sen-

SWITCH PACK
10 switches for just £1.00

sor. £5 kit, £9 built.

I"M TRANSMITTER. Mini FM transmitter 2 transistor. comes with FET
minature mic and is tuneable from 63 to
130MHz. £7 kit, £11 built.

FUNCTION GENERATOR. Generates sinusoidal, saw tooth and square
wavefonns from 20hz up to 20khz. Separate level controls for each waveform.

12v FLOU RESCENT. Auseﬁtl kit that
will enableyou to light targe ﬂouracent
tubes from yourcarbattery etc. 9v mains
transformer required. £8 kit, £12 built.

24vac. £15 kit, £20 built.
5 WATT SIREN. Powerful siren kit

KNOB PACK
10 knobs for just £1.00

with an impressive 5 watts output. Ideal
for alarms etc. £6 kit £10 built.
REMEMBER! YOUR FREE COPY
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER. Very
OF OUR CUT PRICE COMPOsensitive ampliﬁer which using a'phone
NENTS CATALOGUE SENT
pickup coil (supplied) will let you folWITH EVERY ORDER!!!

How to place your order. . ..
By phone..........0273 771156

By FAX ...........0273 206875
By Post...P0 box 517 Hove Sussex BN3 SQZ
Payment by ACCESSNISA, CIIEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER.

Cheques and postal orders shOuld be payable to Express Components.
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT T0991) POST AN D VAT. Some of ourproducts

ms be mlioensable for use in the UK (particularly the FM transmitters.)

...... '

.1

amp

BACKNUMBERS

1 Print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS
................

I Name

Address ...........'

.......................................................................

.........................................

‘.

_ . .1
.....
'

Postcode

Please send me ........ issue(s) of the October '93 edition
Please send me ........ issue(s) of the November ’93 edition .
Please send me ........ issue(s) of the December ’93 edition
Please send me ........ issue(s) of the February ’94 edition
Please send me ........ issue(s) ot the March '94 edition
Please send me ........issue(s) oi the April '94 edition
Each copy (including postage & packing) costs £2.50
I enclose a chequelpostal order for .....................
Please send to:

Electronics in Action, PO Box 600

Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1NL
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Peter Roberts dons hat and cane and explains the

theory behind his ‘Cabaret’ active loudspeaker design. ver looked at the distortion
versus frequency curve of a

circuit and (lamps the speaker. *
Since we are also shorting the
compliance we are also reducing

Drive Unit

loudspeaker? It gets incredibly high at low frequencies, 10%

1.6 ohms

the non-linear distortion. Figure 2

being fairly common. Fortunately
the ear is tolerant of low frequency
distortion. Note I said tolerant, you
would recognise the difference

L compliance

shows the reduction in distortion
of an actual speaker as the negative resistance is increased, while
Figure 3 shows the improvement
in damping for a negative resistance of 85% of the voice coil _
resistance.
This technique was ﬁrst
described in 1950 by an
American, by the name of
Warner Clements. It was
taken further in 1981 by Karl

between 10% and 1% distortion if

you heard it. Reasons for this
tolerance include the brains'
ability to synthesise missing

22

frequencies using harmonics
as cues. Noticeable. accept-

able and tolerable distortion
levels vary with frequency,
level and programme mate-

1'

rial and are the realms of

15

N

3

(dating back to 1950) which
I came across by accident
when I was designing an
earlier active speaker.
The distortion is caused

a

Dlstortlon (as)

low frequency distortion

the output inductance, capacitance and negative resistance, and thus electronically
tweak the compliance, mov—
ing mass and damping of the
drive unit connected to it. I

should point out that there is
-

by the increased cone movement necessary at low fre-

a

quencies. The lower the

2

.

frequency the more cone
excursion required. There
400-00

ﬂ

a
-70

-60

-50

40

.30

-20

~10

cone surround. The capacitor represents

the moving mass of the cone and coil.
The L—C resonant circuit so formed
gives the resonant frequency of the
speaker.If you are having trouble visualising
it, consider this. The mechanical load of
an electric motor is reﬂected as a change

Funnily enough, the lower
distortion etc. is a beneﬁcial
side effect of the main reason
for using negative resistance.
This is to tune the Qts of the

drive unit to a suitable value
for a particular cabinet size. If the Qts is

distance travelled, and this will cause
distortion. There is usually a fair amount

of non linearity especially at the extremes of travel.
The very simpliﬁed equivalent circuit of a drive unit is shown in Figure I .
The coil represents the mechanical
compliance (opposite of stiffness) of the

a patent on this particular
technique.

.

will be non linearity in the
cone suspension and the
magnetic circuit, over the

designed an ampliﬁer which
could independently control

h

psycho- acoustics.
There is a way to reduce

Erik Stahl of Sweden Who

in electrical load on its supply. Similarly, the mechanical properties of the

speaker have been reﬂected into the
electrical circuit. This is a time honoured
way of electrically modelling speaker

performance. If we could short the coil
and capacitor in the LC resonant circuit,
we could damp the tuned circuit and

too high you get an underdamped response. with a muddy boomy bass (see
Figure 4) and conversely if the Qts is
too low you get an overdarnped response

with a loss of bass. Changing the Qts is
a different, more precise way of saying
we are changing the damping. The only
drawback is that the amplifier driving
the speaker has been matched to it and

damp out the speaker resonance. Unforv
tunately the voice coil resistance stops
us directly shorting the tuned circuit.

will not operate correctly with other
speakers.

What we can do through is generate a

The Wizard of Oz

negative resistance in the drive ampliﬁer. This lowers the net resistance in

The full equivalent circuit of a closed
box bass system is a second order high

quency. This gives you the box
tuning frequency.
To determine the length of the
port, use the nomogram in Figure 8,
which is due to Small of ThieleiIr
Small fame. Locate the box volume
you require on the Vb column. for

Loudspeaker comma to negatlve
output Impedance nmpllller

Loudsgealler connected to amplifier
wllh 0. 1 n output resistance

pass ﬁlter. The port in a bass reﬂex
design introduces another second order
ﬁlter. It was understanding these ﬁlters
that led an Australian TV design engi—
neer, Thiele. to formulate a method of
designing bass reﬂex systems. back in
1961. He also showed that one can p u t
in an extra second order ﬁlter, making a

the example given, 2_ cubic ft. Also
ﬁnd the box tuning frequency,
example 40Hz, on the Flb column. With a

multiplier for a standard bass reﬂex
speaker. Look along the bottom axis and

ruler linking the two points extend the

ﬁnd the Ql of the drive unit, extend the

line to the Icy/Sv column. From here
project a horizontal line across until it
intersects one of the curves. In this case
it intersects two curves. if the larger
diameter one is a reasonable length (ie.

point vertically upwards until it intersects the curve. Then project horizontally across to ﬁnd the volume multiplier. This is the factor by which you

sixth order design.

+5

/

0

a...

“”“" ': _....

M”W

A bass response to down
under

i
.10

8

There are only three drive unit parameters needed to design a bass reﬂex
speaker, the Q‘s, the volume equivalent
of compliance (V3) and the resonant
frequency. Even these are not always
given (in some catalogues. all three
values are not presented) However given
some test gear they can be measured

ff”
/
l

10

15

an

fairly easily, this is described later.

so

multiply the V”, to give the enclosure
volume.
.

Similarly, to ﬁnd the port tuning

necessary. It is when you stray off the
beaten track of the classic alignments,
that you need a computer. Indeed working with graphs often gives you more

frequency see Figure 7. Multiply the
tuning frequency
factor by the drive
unit resonant fre-

feel about the design. See Figure 6.

"'~---.__\

\

0.2 -

/

5/

//
\

bass reﬂex

am

less than 25 cm) it is best to go for
that. Extend the intersect point vertically
upwards to give the port length. The
larger diameter port will give a lower
port air velocity.

My Kef 3200A has a Qt of 0.6.
a resonant frequency of 29H: and a
V” of 100 litres. Multiplying the

impress one’s fellow hi-fi addicts
but would make you unpopular
with anyone else. This also shows that a
low compliance woofer is required for a
bass reﬂex design, to achieve a small
cabinet size. For a closed box design a
high compliance driver is needed so that
the air in the box can be the dominant

/
6th alder

150

V” by the 3.5 factor given in Fig—
ure 6, corresponding to the Ql of
0.6, gives a box size of 350 litres
or 12 cubic feet, which might

b:

Ill-B

D

a

'

Excursion

which shows the Qt versus volume

1.0

an

Frequmcvtlizl

Using graphs or tables one can then
design an enclosure. Some authorities
say you need a computer and a speaker
design program, but these are not really

7

compliance.
0.35

0.50

0.71

1.0
1.41
Frequency {Mb}

2.0

MAY1994 I

\

2.83

As can be seen from Figure 6 low Q
values will give a small enclosure size.

I ELECTRONICS in'AC'II'ION

This extra ﬁlter not only removes
any rumble, it also reduces the cone
excursion. A sixth order bass reﬂex
gives a cone excursion one quarter me
size of a closed box for the same output
and —3dB bass down point (see Figure 5).

Measuring the manifold
To measure the drive unit parameters

P
m

quency.

ﬁrstly, if the speaker is brand new, you
need to run it in. Believe me, the reso-

E

The cutoff frequency can be computed from

i:co = 0;” x 0.26 x F:
\

i

Volume Multiplier

\

where Fb is the box resonant frequency

and F. is the drive unit resonant fre-

0.5

For the B200A example, the -3dB point
would thus be 40.7Hz.
I use the sixth order designs for

/

0

0.1

0.2

nant frequency and especially the compliance can change signiﬁcantly as the
suspension loosens up. I run units in for
8 hours minimum at 20Hz and lOwatts.
Measure the resistance of the voice coil,

which you also need to know the Q
0.3
0!

0.4

0.5

0.6

and the frequency cut—off of the extra
electronic filter. Note that you cannot

“bolt-on” the electronic filter to a
standard reﬂex design, the system

Since the Q‘ is inversely related to mag—
net size, a large speaker magnet is

needed to give a low Ql and large magnets are expensive. An alternative way

to vary the Qt is with a negative or posi—
tive output resistance from the ampliﬁer
driving the speaker. It is then possible to
vary the Q' at will, so that a given
speaker can be matched to a given en—
closure. Given the Kef B200A above,
using negative resistance, one could

easily modify the Q to 0.3, giving a
volume multiplier of 0.47, hence a much
more suitable cabinet size of 47 litres. '
The distortion and damping will have
improved as well.
Figure 6 is a plot of the function
Vb

...... = 03” x 15
v

.

where Vh is the box volume and V_ is

has to be treated as an integrated
whole. Thus the sixth order box size
and port tuning will be different to a
standard forth order design. The sixth
order alignments can give a consider—
able bass extension for a given box
size than the standard reﬂex design.
For the 8200A example the sixth
order cut-off would be 29Hz for the
same cabinet size as the standard
forth order reﬂex.
The sixth order parameters are
presented in tabular form in Bywater
and Weibulls paper, Alignment of
ﬁlter assisted vented box loudspeaker

systems with enclosure losses. JAES
May 1982. Another paper from the
considerable body of work by Australian speaker engineers, presumably

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.8

prompted by Thieles work. Some of

the worlds leading speaker engineers

the volume equivalent of compliance.

have Australian connections. Once you

Re. Then create the set—up shown in

Figure 7 is a plot of

have heard a speaker designed according
to their principles, you wouldn’t give a

Figure 9. You need a audio signal generator with a high output or an amplifier
to boost the output of a low output unit.
The 680 ohm resistor simulates a con-

E!
rs = 0'4-9 x o'42

XXXX for anything else.

stant current source. The frequency

counter and AC voltmeter are optional

Lvem
1t!

15

25

a ‘2w e ese s w w e
. . ,WWWM
:zresmzzsmm
« a s Wmﬁswm

50

to improve accuracy.

With the oscillator frequency set to
about 100Hz, Set the oscillator output

// /

level so that IOOmV RMS (or lOOmV

///

/

peak to peak if using the oscilloscope) is
developed across the 100hm resistor.
Then each 10mV represents 1 ohm, so
that if you read 76mV the resistance is
7.6 ohm. Switch the output to the
speaker, lying face up on the bench.
Adjust the frequency until the output is a
peak as observed on the ‘scope. Note

/ 1/

/

/
- -

x

/

/

/ /

/
/’

/
/

’ / /

, / /

this frequency and the voltage. You now

/

,/

/

have the resonant frequency Fr and the
resistance at resonance, Rs. Divide Rs

/,

by the De resistance Re to give ro. Compute ro * Re. You then need to ﬁnd the
two frequencies f l and f2 either side of

(52)

resonance which have this resistance.
3

II

6

Lvhclm

B 10

20

Then 0” = 1‘I

Rs
f2-f1

' f2-f1

"‘

oIll

°« = Fer—'1'

.@

The total Q, Ql is made u p of the Qm,
mechanical Q and the Q, tlle electrical
Q. We can modify the electrical Q with

'3

the negative resistance technique to
lower the Qt to that required for one’s
design then

1 ....
............

1

"w...

owned: _ 0

+

1

1

1 + R9

00

MR";

.____—

Design choices
more air the cone has to move. This
means large cone excursions for the bass

power does one need? Surprisingly little

driver. For instance to generate 1 acous-

if you listen at normal domestic listening
levels. However, if you trying to reproduce orchestral levels in your living
room or you are merely a head—banger,

tic watt at SOHZ, the closed box cone
where Rg is the negative resistance.
To measure the compliance, V”, put
the drive unit in a ported unstuffed
cabinet with a known volume Vh litres.

In the cabinet, the speaker will have 2
resonant frequencies fll and f}. Use the
test set-up in Figure 8 to ﬁnd these
frequencies. Now tape some stiff card

The question is how much acoustic

excursion of an 200mm diameter driver
would be 45mm, a 300mm driver would
have 20mm and a 375mm unit 13mm.
The 45mm throw is extremely difﬁt
to accomplish. Exceptional designs like
A'DC’s can achieve about 38mm. If
those distances look large, it is because
I acoustic watt/m is a sound level of

then to achieve bass transients like the
cannons in the 1812 overture with adequate dynamic range you need something better than your average 165200mm bass driver.

Bigger is better
So for low frequency bass the bigger the
driver the better. However

Usually the bigger the driver
the greater the compliance so
to achieve a reasonable box
size, a compromise has been
set with a 250mm driver.
This size also will be less
troubled by the break-up modes of the

m a m m u m

cone, which are prohiematicat with large
cones at high frequencies. Further it
allows a 2 way design, which is easier to
integrate than a 3 way. The more is
better approach does not work here, a

good 2 way design is far superior to a 3
way design costing the same price.
The Cabaret is a tower of power.
namely a tower type active speaker
design. Despite being 60 litres capacity,

MomUDYnaudlo magnet layout

its footprint area is small and it does not
need stands. It’s 3dB down point is
30Hz. To achieve substantial outputs the
ampliﬁers used are 40 watts. A Morel
drive unit is used which has a different
magnet topology to a stand speaker,
see Figure 10. The massive coil assem—

bly gives a low resistance change with a
over the port hole to make a closed box.
Measure the one resonant frequency, fh

IZOdB which is the threshold of pain.
There are 4 rules about bass frequencies here, for a given output level;

Then

V"

".3 ' fan) (ff ' flz)

1 If the cone area is doubled, the cone

vb

fit: 1I2

excursion is halved and vice versa.
2 If the frequency is halved, say 50 to

This is also a useful test to run on the
completed speaker.

Come on down
To generate high levels of low frequency sound the speaker cone has to
move air. The lower the frequency the

25Hz, the cone excursion is in

creased by a factor of four.
3 1f the cone excursion is halved the
acoustic power is halved.
4

If the cone area is doubled, for the
same excursion the acoustic power

increases by 4 times.

loud programme and optimises the
negative resistance operation.

POWER A M PLIFIEFI MUDULES-TURNTABLES-DIMM EFIS-

LOUDSPEAKEnS-‘IS INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS

“WEE“AF'GE‘M’” 5° 5T‘Mﬂnmﬂmm-“GUE‘
SUPPUED READY BUILT “NESTED-

THOUSANDS PURCHASED

OMP MOS-PET POWER AMPLIFIERS

HIGH PowEn. Two CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

These modules now enioy a world-wide repulallon Ior quality. reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four
models are available to suit the needs of Ills professional and hobby mamt i... Induﬂi'tf. Lelsure. IIIIIIIII'HIBMBI and III-Fl
etc. when comps rlnq prlcea, NOTE that all models Include toroidal power amply. lnlegral heal sink. glaaa fibre P.C.l. and
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models are open and short dmll Proof

B Y PROFESSIONAL USERS

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMPI‘HF 100 Hos-Fet Output power 110 watt!
FI.III.$. Into 4 ohms, frequency response ‘l

- IDDKHZ

-3dB, Damping Factor ”>300. Slaw Bale ﬁVluS.
T.H.D. typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mm S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 a 123 It 80mm.
PRICE £40.35 + £3.50 PAP

OMPJ'HF 200 Noe-Fat Output power 2'00 with
R.M.S. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1H: - 1004012
dds, Damping Faclor > 300, Slaw Hate SDWUS.
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity SOOmV, S.N.R.
—110 dB. Size 300 a155 a 100mm.
PRICE £84.35 - €4.00 PEP

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:— MXF2OO (100W + 100W) MXF4OO {200W + 200W)
MXFSOO (300“! + 300?!) HXFSDO [450W + 450W}

ALI. POWER RATINGS Russ. INTO 4 OHNS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
t Twill L E.C. To meters i!
‘‘ '
with two
power"
'
FEATURESER
Laurel controls t Iiiuminated oniotl seitolI tr KLR connectors 1: Standard TTEITIV inputs a Open and short circuit
proof * Latest Mos-Fats tor stress free power delivery into virtually any load it nh slaw rate It Very lovII
distortion t: Aluminium oases tr “W0 a ":4s Ian cooled with DC. loudspeaker and thermal Protection

OIIPIIIIF Boo kilos-Pet Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1H: - 100KH:

-3I:IB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rala BOViuS.
T.H.D. typical 0.0011/... Input Sensitivity 500ml S.N.H.

USED'I'I'IE WORLD OII'ER. IN CLUBS, PUDS. Clll IIAS, DISCOS ETC.
SIIISII- mm “'1D”:H31rs”(aU)sD11 "

-110 63. Size 330 x 13'5 x 100mm.

PRICE 28L?! + £5.00 PAP

HXFAW W 1 9"IHS‘I'4” ( a UNI.“ 2"

mm W1 VXHS‘I-I" (a U t t 3”
"arson w1 rule‘s” (autsot 4h"
PRICESE-HXFEOO £175.00 MXF4OO 2283.85
MXFBOO £329.00 MXFDOO 2449.1 5
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

OMHIIIF 450 Nos-Fat Dutpul power 450 watts
HMS. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1 Hz - IDUKI'IZ
A3dB. Damping Factor > 300. State Plate '15Wu3,
T.H.D. typical 0.001 To, Input Sensitivity SDDmV, S.N.R.

-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protectlon. 2

IOMP X 0 3 STEREO 3-WAY ACTIVE CROSS-OVER

Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 305 II 210 x 105mm.

PRICE £ 1 32.85 + £5.00 PIP
OIIPI'MF 1000 Nos-Fe! Oulput power 1000 watts
RAILS. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,

frequency response 1H2 - IWKHZ -3dB. Damping
Factor “>300. Slew Rate TSWUS, T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mv. S.N.H. -110 dB, Fan
Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over. housed in a 19" II 1U case. Each channel has three level Controls:

Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 It 300 x 125mm.

bass. mid I: too. The removable Iront fascia allows access to "Is programmable DIL switches to adjust the
cross-over lrequsncy: Bass-Mid 2501'500I800H2, Mid-Top 1.!I3I'5KHz. all at 24dB per octave. Bass Invert switches

‘ "

onsaoh bass ‘

'

'TTSIIIV ‘ r...

Fully

v

PRICE £259.00 + £12.00 PAP

. “"' IIIIIh ONP rack amplifier and modules.

Price £ 1 1 7-44 + 55-90 PAP

STEREO DISCO MIXER SDJ34OOS”=

sci-re. nos-PET loouus ARE AVAILAILI IN Two IIIRSIONAE

'

I: ECHO & SOUND EFFECTSvr

TTEMV.BANDWIDTH mHLmERS‘I'ANmOR PEG.

STEREO Dim IIIXIB with 2 ‘ T band

L a R uraplllr. squalissrs with bar graph

OU DSPEAK ER

MANY OUTSTANDING

LED W meters.

myxmxgmgnmtnmgm. a...

FIATLIRESI- lnelltdlnﬁ Echo with repeat A
speed controt, DJ III: with talk-Over
ewihll. O Clear-tel: with ildividual falters

plus ems lads. Cue Headphone Monitor. 8
Set-Id Elects. Useful culmination of tile
told-ring lnpmaa a lumIaIItss {mag}. a

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKEHS
AVAILABLE. INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES. CROSS-OVERS AND HIOH POWEE HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS. LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.
McKenzie and Fans Loudspeakers are also available.

mice. 5 Line for CD. Tape. Video Its.

.- INSTRUMENTS. P.A.._ DISCO. ETC

SIZE: 482x240 120mm

Price £144.99 + £5.00 P&P

ALL EMINENCE UNITS a OHIIIS IMPEDANCE

i P I E Z O ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROL -

Join the Pieeo revolution! The low dynamic mass {no voice coil] of a Piezo tweeter produces an Improved 351:2"::rﬁnz'uﬂgég1.1;:ggE‘EHz‘UggssEE EEED GUITAR.'EXEELLEPHNTlcnﬂg'aEIEEE' “I COMP
trﬂleient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover ia not required

M'E'
ﬂ'“'5' ”"0100 GU'TER’ VDEEL‘ KEYBOEED''D'EEO’EXEELL’ENT
00 WE"
1 ° 1FREQ.
these units can he added to eIIslIng speaker systems cl up to 100 watts [more ll two ars put In series. FREE RES.
RICE RIO-T4 + £2.50 PAP
71Hz, FREQ RESP T O TKHZ. SENSEI'I'dB.

“Pl-“Pm l-EAFLE'S I“ 5"”ll-IE” "7"" “9" Wm“ _

_

_

10" con WATT R.Iv.s. slat O-aoo GUITAR. KEYB'D. DISCO. VOCAL. EXcE LI-ENT HIGH POWER "'9-

PRICE £43.“ + case PIP
- "PE '1‘ (KSNtosoA) 3 ”mid “I'll INDIE“! “"9 Mh- Ideal I" RES. FREO. ESHI, FREQ. RESP. To 3.5KH2, SENS ESdB.
12" 1oo WA'I'I' St.lill.s.IIlE1 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR. DISCO, STAGE MONITOR.
bookshelf and medium sized Hl-Fl speakers. Prloe £4.00 + 50p PIP.
PRICE can.“ i can PAP
TYPE ‘I’ (KSNtDDSA) 39'." super horn for general purpose speakers, FIESFRECI. 49Hz. FREO. RESP. To EKHz. SENS 10MB.

12" 1 00 WATT R.II.S. MEI 2-1 BOLT [TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. P.A.. VOCAL. STAGE
disco and RA. grams an PI'IOO £5.99 + 50’" a
ass.“ + some PAP
PRICE
SENS sans.
FIES. PREO 42Hz. PREO. RESP. To 10KH2.
- - sys- MONITOR.
- I'Iorn for quality Hr-FI
- dIsperSIon
EXCELLEN‘I'IIIID
DISCO VDCA
OSE GUITAR
..
TYPE .C. (KSNt 016A} 2»:5 .. wIde

‘
PU“sods.
GE" SENS
2"“
m"
‘2
To sKrIz.
RESP.
PREo."E‘
58Hz."'"“'
PREO.
RES.2°“

Isms and quality discos etc-.Price
. PAP‘
. ' so. — sup
. as

'

‘ MP
'"
+ sun
Placenta.“

'

."PE ‘9‘ (K911025131? 1‘5 WIPE dIBPmIOH MITI- UPPBr Tweet! 1:~ aoo arAT-r runs um 2-sooora HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KevaOARo. DIacO ETC.
Pltlca £30.19 + case PAP
response relented extending down to mid-range (ZKHz). Suitable for high RES. PREo. 4THz. FREQ. RESP. To SKHz, SENS made.

“a“... "I.” system, a.“ qua“... at...” Price ease ._. sap PsP.
m

I

s "‘

I I

I'll.

3:13:23? n 'h m
sumils.55:3"; 2.:333.3.;..';:{§ ﬁEﬁﬂ'ﬂ‘ﬁ'
I
I
'

1a“ zoo WAT-r Isms. NII S-zoo OEN. PURPOSE SASS. IICLUDING “3.333353%: E
4- m
RES. FREQ “Hz. FREQ RESP. T 0 ﬁKHz, SENS BN3
15’ soc wA'I'r RAILS. NII 5.3m HIGH PowEn aAss. INCLUDING aAsa GUITAR.
RES. FREQ 39Hz. FREQ RESP. T 0 ﬂKHz, SENS 10MB.

P”

PHIOECTO 3 4 ‘- £4.00 " P

LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate. level control
and cablnetlnputlack sockel. ﬁllimm. Price £4.10 + 50p PIP.
.EARBENDERSP Hl—Fl. STUDIO. l N - C A R . E T C
ALL EARIINDIR UNITS B OHNS [Est-oi sauna Eels-st unlu- eredual Impedanoe lapped 3'3) a s a stun}
WHO
aASS. SINGLE CONE. HION OOH PLIANCE, m

—

3‘ 50mm .s-so DUAL INPEDENCE. TAPPED sis OHIII aAss, III-PI. IN-CAR.

I Eb! FLIGHT CASED LOUDSPEAKERS
_

_

RES. FFIEO. 40th, FRED. RESP. TO TKH: SENS STdB.

PRIDE as.” + £2.00 PEP

A new range at quaint.I loudspeakers. dealg nod to take advantage of the latest

1 a " sown-fr EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED us on“ BASS. Ht-FI, IMAH.

speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize studio quality

RES. FFIEO. sou-:2, FREQ. RESP. 10 mm. SENS. SSdB.

PRIDI £18.05 4 £2.50 PIP

12" cast aluminium loudspeakers with lacto fitted grilles, wide dispersion

1 0" 1 OOWATT E31 0-100 BASS. I'll-Fl. STUDIO.

constant directlvlty horns. exlmded aluminium corner protection and steel

RES. FREQ. 35m, FREQ. RESP. To axnz. SENS sass.

PRIOI £30.30 + £3.50 MP

ball comers, complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosure:
are fitted a s slandard with top hat: for opllonal iouda peaker stands.

1 2 " 1 m g " :31 2-100 BASS, STUDIO. Hl-Fl, EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FII ECI. 25m, FRED. RESP. T 0 3 “12.3945 9MB.

Patel “2.1 2 + £3.50 " P

FULL RANGET’NIN CONE. HIGH COMPLIANCE. ROLLED SURROUND
S‘ra” OOWA‘I'I' EBa- SOTO [TWIN CONE] Hl-l-‘l, MULTI- ARRAY DISCO ETC.

POWIR RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RﬂS FOR EACH CAIINIT

RES PnEo 53Hz. PREC. RESP To 20KHz SENsszas

FREQUENCY RESPONSE Fl-II-I- BAHBE 45H2- 20*":

PRICI 210-09 + 1-30 MP
FIES- FREQ 33"! FREG- RESP 70 20K"! SENS WBe" sovII‘ATT lee-OOTC (TWIN CONE} HI-Fl. lIllLTI—ARRAV DIsco ETC.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz. FREO. RESP. To 1ﬂKHz, SENS soda.
smallness + £1.50 PAP
to” sowA'I'T IB1 o-sorc [TININ CONE] Hl-Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
PRICE SIMS i Item PAP
RES. FREO. 35Hz. PREO. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS ssdo.

tot Fc ta-aoowsrrs isms; PRICE :1 75.00 PER PAIR
E m T min DEL [1150 FE“ “I“
5" '3 '5 C
OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR seem
Dellyery £5.00 per pair
I N CAR STEREO BOHSTR AMP

THREEWPEI‘B "'9“ POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AIIIPLIPIIRS
.

2.5.?duweﬁﬂfnfﬁ

e

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

200} Stereo. 400W

W mammal WINNIE. VIRICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE. RANGE UPTCG MILES. SIZE 33 I123mﬂ1.5UPNLT1W@ﬂ.5AHP.
PRIDE £14.85 - £1.00 Pal!

' ALL POWERS INTOA ONIIS

high a low level inputs a: L a R leIral
controls * Remote on-oﬂ ‘- Speaker 8:

VAT

$9

Flt Itlctto I'mstllt'l’lll lot-108MHz. VARICAP TUNED. COMPLETE 'lI'ITIi
PHOTO. 3“ Fl! TRANSMITTER

B. K. ELECTRONICS
U N I T E 1 5 5 C D M E T WAY, S O U T H E N D - U N - E E A .

5. Ge

REEBA REE
AnnmmcnmnuYP-aaf. PHD"!

PRICES INCLUSIVE DF

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

‘I'EIIY SENS FET IIIIC RANGE till-300m. SIZESII ] 45m. SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

Features:

- F R W SCHOOLS. CULLEOEBOUVTUBOD
URI"

RANSMITTER HOBBYIr KIT
PROVE" TRANSHI'I'I'ER DESIDNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE

T5] Simo‘ 150W

25° wATTs [.25 . 1,5] 3...... 25m
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS [200
Bridged Mono

PRICES: 150W £49.99 250“ 299.99
409W C1 09 9 5 PIP £2.00 EACH

PRICE as.” + snow

B‘fs' “WATT EBO- ODTC [TWIN CONE] HI FI. MULTI- ARRAY DISCO ETC.

a“ n; 12.1m‘ﬁ3 1mg PRICE :1 59.60 PIR PAIR

IIEI '
..

ESSEX. SEE ETFI.
TEL: D 7 0 2 - 5 2 7 5 7 2 F a x ; D7DE - 4 2 0 2 4 3
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HART AU DIO KITS —YOUR VALUE FOR
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI

HART KITS give you the opportunity to build the

LINSLEY HOOD ‘SHUNT FEEDBACK R.I.A.A.

very best engineered hifi equipment there is.
MOVING COIL Ii MOVING MAGNET
PICKUP PREAMPLIFIERS
designed by the leaders i n their field. using the
best components that are available.
Every HART KIT is not just a new equipment acquisition but a valuable investment in knowledge.
giving you guided hands-on experience of modern
electronic techniques.
In short HART is your 'friend i n the trade' giving
you. as a knowledgeable constructor. access t o
better equipment at lower prices than the man in
the street.
You can buy the reprints and construction manual
for any kit to see how easy it is to build your own
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be
Modern, ultimate sound systems are evolving
credited against your subsequent kit purchase.
Our list will give you fuller details of all our Audio towards built-in preamplifiers within or near the
turntable
unit. This keeps noise pickup and treble
Kits. components and special offers.
loss to a minimum. We now offer two units. both
AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.
having the sonically preferred shunt feedback

configuration to give an accurate and musical

sound, and both having the ability to use both
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges.
Kit K1500 uses modern integrated circuits to
achieve outstanding sound quality at minimal cost.
. The very low power requirements enable this unit to
be operated from dry batteries and the kit comes
with very detailed instructions making it ideal for the

beginner. K1500 Complete

TECI-IIICAL BOOKS-IE1!
Modern Books. Selected to represent the state of the art
today.
.

"I'I-IEAR'I'OFLNEAR ELECTRONICS!
J.L. Unsley Hood.
Just Out! Hot off the Press. the deﬁnitive electronics and
audio book by the renowned John Linsley Hood.
This 300+ page book will give you an unparalleled insight

into the workings of all the types of audio circuits. Learn
howto read circuit diag rams and understand ampliﬁers and

how they are designed to give the best sound. The virtues
and vices of passive and active components are examlned and there are separate sections covering powersuppiles and the sources of noise and hum. As one would expect from this writer the history and derivation of audio
arnpliliercircuitry have an entire chapter. as does testand

measurement equipment.
Gopiously illustrated this book is incredible value for the
amount of information it contains on the much neglected
ﬁeld of linear. as opposed to digital. electronics. Indeed it
must be destined to become the standard referenceforali
who work, or are Interested in this field.

SPEGALOFFER.
With each book purchased you may request a FREE extended i'idex, written by the author, exclus‘vely from HART.
0-7806-0868—4.................................................... £15.95
Don‘t forget most of ourldts have reprintsofarlicles by Jam
Linsley Hood that you can purchase separately

'WEARTOFSOLDERING"

kit with all components. R Brewster.
printed circuit board. full instructions and fully
Absolutely essential reading foranyone who ever picks up
finished case”
£5199 a soldering iron. Written from
luriowledgs gained in a lifetime
Instructions on y.. .
..... £2.80 in the ﬁeld. this
is the ﬁrst book ever solely devoted to this
Kit K1450 is a fully iscre e componen imp ementa- essential
and neglected skill for all electrode enthusiasts.

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed
amplifier is the flagship o f c u r range, and the ideal
powerhouse for your ultimate hili system. This kit
tion of the shunt feedback concept and used with the
is your way to get EK performance for a few tenths
right cartridge offers the discerning user the ulof the cost!. Featured on the front cover of timate in sound quality from vinyl disks.
Can be
‘Electronics Today International’ this complete ﬁtted inside our 1400 Preamp. used externally
or as
stereo power amplifier offers World Class perfor- a standalone unit. It has a higher power
require~
mance allied to the famous HART quality and ease ment and needs to be powered from our 1400 Series
of construction. John Linsiey Hood '3 comments on preamplifier or its own dedicated power supply.
seeing a complete unit were enthusiasticz. uThe K1450 Complete Discrete Component FlIAA Phono
external view is that of a thoroughly professional
Preamp................................. ..............£109.58
piece of audio gear. neat elegant and functional. Factory Assembled and Tested...
..... £159.58
This impression is greatly reinforced by the K1565 Matching Audio Grade Power Supply with
internal appearance, which is redolent of quality, potted toroidal transformer and limited shift
both in components and i n layout." Options earthing system.............................
“£79.42
include a stereo LED power meter and a versatile Factory Assembled and Tested
£118.42
passive front and giving switched inputs using U1115 Power Interconnect Cable. . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.29
ALPS precision. low‘noise volume and balance
controls. A new relay switched front end option
also gives a tape input and output facility so that
SPECIAL OFFER
for use with tuners. tape and C D players. o r
PRECISION Triple Purpose
indeed any other ‘flat' inputs the power amplifier
may be used on its own. without the need for any
TEST CASSETTE TCT DD.
external signal handling stages. 'Slave' and
'monobloc' versions without the passive input Are you sure your tape recorder ls set up to give its best?
stage and power meter are also available. A l l Ourlatestlriple purposetestcasselladrecksthelfveemost
versions fit within our standard 420 it 260 x TSmm important tape parameters without test equipment. Ideal
case to match our 400 Series Tuner range. ALL six when fitting new heads.
power supply rails are fully stabilised. and the A professional quality, digitally mastered temtape at a price
complete power supply. using a toroidal trans- anyone can afford.
former. is contained within a heavy gauge
aluminium chassislheatsink fitted with IEC mains TestCassetteTC1DD......................,.Ourpriceonly£10.99.
input and output sockets. All the circuitry is on
professional grade printed circuit boards with
DISK-COUNT Classical CDc.
roller tinned finish and green solder resist on the
Top Quality, Full Digital (DDDJ Compact Disks of the great
component
ldent side. the power amplifiers
feature an advanced double sided layout for classical favourites.
maximum performance. All wiring in this kit is pre- Lineeveryoneelseweddn’tikelheideeofpayingsilypnoes
for CDs. Afters long search we have now located a source
terminated, ready for instant use!
RLH11 Reprints of latest articles ............. .....21.30 oflop quality classical recordings at prices that make you
stapectthe
quality - until you try them! Sand for our list of
K11OOCM H A R T Construction Manual.
.....2550
titles

LINSLEY HOOD 1400 SERIES
ULTRA HIGH-QUALH’Y PREAMP
‘
Joining our magnificent 80 Watt power amplifier
CDFIOW
now i s the most advanced preamplifier ever of- Lire music one these have overpriced for some time but
fered on the kit. o r indeed made—up marketplace. lnrith kiwprloes ofCD ROM drives the multimedia revolution
Facilities Include separate tape signal selection is with us now. Send for our list of titles. Most popular up to

to enable you to listen to one programme while now trove been 'Too Many Typefonts' with 514TrueType

Covers everylhing from the conect choice of soldering iron
and solder to lhe correct procedures to follow with many
illustrations and practical exercises.

0-85935-324-3 .....................................................

“AUDIO" F.A. Vinson.

DESIGN‘VCapel.
160pages.178x111.Publ.1988
BP9ER
n as
"LOUDSPEAKEHS FOR MUSICIANS“ VCapel.
tTapages.178x111.Publ.1991.
BP297
N95
‘HOWTO USEOSCILOSCOPESEO‘IHERTEST
ECLIPIIENT' FLA. Pentold.
112paQes.178x111.Ptﬂ.1989
BP25 7
€4.44...» ﬁrst?! fxc ”golden; 034’”

'TI‘IEMLLIAMSWAMPUHER.”
D.T.N. Wiiamson.
In April 1947, Williamson‘s power ampliﬁer, using excellent
quality push—pull output valves. a special output transformer. and a highly ﬁltered powsrsupply, became an over-

night success. The author takes the leader deep into his
design considerations. offering practical advice on how to
build the units plus concise instructions on setting up the
new amp. A cult classic.

1941'Repmtsd199li4tl pages.
0-9624-1918-4 ......................................................

LOUDSPEAKERS.THEWHYANDH
;
DWOFGOOD“

G A . Briggs
Tris easyhto-read classic. last revised in 1949. introduces
the reader to concepts such as impedance. phone and
decibels. frequency response, response curves, volume

and watts. resonance and vbratlon, cabinets and bafﬂes,
horns, room acoustics, transients, crossovers, negative

feedback. Doppler and phase effects, and much more. A
provocative survey of the right questions about sound reproduction.

1949 reprinted 1990. 88“Pages."
215 x 140
0-9624-1913-3...
. ...
.....£6.95
camarmsam
' ACONCBE ADVANCE) USERS GIIDETO MS DOS’I
N. Kentaris.
144 pages. 198 x 130. Publ. 1992

BP264
'ACONCBE USERSGLIDETOMS 0065'
N. Kantaris.
144 pages. 198 x130. Publ. 1992.
5P3“!
"MAKING Ills DOSWORKFOR VOU'
Send or ‘phone for your copy of our List l50p) of these and many other Kits s Components. Enquiries from Overseas N. Kamaris a. P.R.M. Oliver
160
pages. 198x130. Publ. 1993.
customers are equally welcome. but PLEASE send 2 IRS: it you want a list sent surface post, or 5 for Airmail.

M 95

recording another, up to 7 inputs. cross record- fontsalongwithaQSATMandlofsofothers.
ing facilities. class A headphone amplifier. can- 'Shareware Overload' with aversion programs attending
cellable 3-Ievel tone controls and many other use- to 550MB and 'Kodak Photo CD Aocess'. The ﬁrst two are
ful functions. all selected by high quality relays. only £12.95, the Kodak only £24.
For full details see our list.

0 d l
J t
t
t l h
lrements to sum I in l ndl and efficient HART
5.6526? £323a 3: ciigqigrcisiipofgremugﬁﬂ telephoned ordzrewlt: yrItIIir credit card number will
get your order on its way to you THAT DAY.
Please add pan cost of carriage and insurance as followsz-IILAND Orders upto 220 - 21-50.
Orders our 220 - £3.50. Elpmc Courier. next working day £10.
Oil-SEAS - Please see the ordering interruption will our lists.

QUALITY
A U D I O KITS

P435

BP325
"A MUSEUSES GIIJETOWII‘IJOWS3.1“
N. Kantmfs.
160 pages. 198 )r 130. Publ. 1992.
BP325

24 hr. SALES LINE massages
(0691) 652894

£3.95

320pages. 178x111 Publ. 1985
BP111 I'AUDIO'byF.A. Wilson.
£3.95
ANNTRDEICHDNTOLOUDSPENCEEEERCLOWE

UK/ECVAT

‘195

£4 95
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mTrue Hi-Fi at last?
which did not worsen greatly at
very low power levels — an
adequate degree of load stabil-

0 4V“:

ity, and a reasonable reactive
load transient response. (I know

ﬁn.

that I tend to be a bit unenthusiastic
about the average solid state amp. transient response, but then, if judged by the

o—llH

same standards, valve amps. were usu-

Input.
LSoquL

0.2

s»

turn to the better DIY designs.)
What transistor operated power
amps. did offer that none of the valve
amps. could match, was freedom from

-

00V.

0

I

n the last part of this article i looked
at the developments in audio ampli-

ally a whole lot worse. For excellence in
this quality at that time one needed to

over ﬁ'om anode to grids inside the glass
envelope. They normally only needed
to, or indeed could, use a moderate
degree of negative feedback, usually

the need to use an output transformer. In
particular, where the amp. was powered
from a pair of +ve and -ve supply lines,
its output could be coupled directly to
the LS load; a layout which I have
shown in schematic form in Figure 1.
Although it is ‘direct coupled’, the
ampliﬁer will not work at full gain right
down to DC since it is usually necessary

ﬁer circuitry up to the early 1970s,
and I think that this was about the time
when transistor operated power amps.
began to meet the standards of quality
achieved by valve designs some 15-20

about 26dB (20x) or so, and this usually
allowed a good loop stability margin
and a thoroughly house-trained

to include a capacitor, C2, in the negative feedback loop (R3,R2,C2) in order

or more years before. There were, of
course, residual advantages and relative

approach to awkward LS load characteristics, and, provided that they had a

voltage ampliﬁer (A1) causing unwanted DC offsets at the LS output

disadvantages in both of these systems,
and, in general, these remain to this day.

decently designed output transformer,

terminals, and that capacitor sets a lower

they would have a frequency response

to stop long-term DC level drifts in the

proof, though they did not like operat~

better manufacturers had thoroughly

ing into an open circuit load, which

respectable harmonic and

limit to the LF response of the ampliﬁer
- given by the formula f,r = 1/(21tC2R2).
For an extended bass response a large
capacitor (usually electrolytic) was
needed for C2, and this led to ftu‘ther
problems.
The other enormous advantage of
solid-state amp. designs was the amount

could cause the output valves to spark

intermodulation distortion ﬁgures —

of power they could provide. When this

which covered from a few Hz, to say,

' Valves vs. Transistors
On the side of the valve amps, they
used old and trusted technology, they
were overload and output short-circuit

100Kl-Iz.
On behalf of the transistor systems,

one could claim that, by about 1975,
almost all of the ampliﬁers from the

advantage was first realised, LS system
designers — who mostly had tunnel vision
where their own speciality was concerned
- began to design speaker units whose
improved sound quality was gained at the

cost of very low acoustic efﬁciency. After
all, why worry? A few hundred watts is
easy enough to obtain. Well, so it is, but
not with valve designs, which operate,
almost always, in class ‘A‘, at a maximum
efﬁciency which will not exceed 25%.

NFB III'II.

So, for a stereo pair of 100 watt valve
ampliﬁers, one is going to use and dissi-

Output.
0

pate somewhere in the region of 0.8 -

“(W of power. This kind of kit is very
expensive to buy, hot in use and too

large to tuck away out of sight on a
bookshelf. A further advantage of the
solid-state approach is that if it is designed competently, and heated with
reasonable care, it will have an exceedingly long service life - unlike the hotglass devices, which will deteriorate

would be about the size of a pea, and

continuously in use, and whose valves

cost in those days about 10p.

-Vdd

will need replacing after ﬁve years, and

[Howeven a point which must be re—

the electrolytics after ten to ﬁfteen, if
one wishes to retain the original per—
formance of the system.

membered here is that the components used
in the feedback circuit (R3,R2,C2) are

But there are snags
Aluminium electrolytic capacitors, of
the kind generally available in the

this condition they could, in due course,

become tarnished or corroded with time,

better practice is to have some purely
electronic current limiting circuitry to

critical in determining the ampliﬁer per-

prevent possible LS damage, but even

formance, and C2, in particular, must have
the highest practicable electrical performance. Some ultra-Fl systems put up with the

this is not always a good idea, since it

operating problems which arise from this
decision, and delete C2 altogether.]
Another problem which cropped up,
immediately the direct-coupled layout
was adopted, (in which the large capac-

19605, did not work well if they were
operated (as in Figure l ) with zero
voltage between their terminals. Under

Since the mechanical contacts in the
fuse holder or relay sockets may well

can cause peak—clipping of the output

signal - which is unpleasant to the listener. It is because such overload-pro-

tected solid state amps. will hard-clip on
any over-voltage swing - however brief which makes the average valve amp., with
its gentle overload characteristics, seem, in

use, to be more powerful than the theoretically more beefy transistor design.
9V0;

Current out
Our-I'll out
i

N. JFET
Tr1

.

like their music loud. Since they don’t
make very comfortable neighbours, it is

lucky that there aren‘t too many of them.

1!!
III“
rat
:I

Still, this is a quality which will

mostly appeal to the ‘heavy metal’ and
‘hard rock' brigade - especially if they

Circuit design techniques
ﬁx

.t

1: mt

av.
IN.

become both leaky and noisy. Also, they

There are, i suppose, four main objec-

tives for the audio ampliﬁer designer reliability, pleasing sound quality, good
technical speciﬁcation and simplicity of
design. Luckily these requirements are
not incompatible, provided one doesn’t
go ‘over the top’ on speciﬁcations. The

would go short-circuit if reverse biased.

ity output coupling capacitor was n o

evolution of circuit design over the

Tantalum capacitors were much better in

longer used), was that of LS protection.
Good quality LS units are expensive,
and if one of the output transistors went

years has given the ampliﬁer designer a
wide range of circuit layouts from which
to choose, which help improve circuit

‘short-circuit’ the whole output of one
or other of the power supply rails would

performance in various ways.

this respect, and could tolerate both long
duration zero voltage operation, in
addition to occasional small (up to, say,
1V) reverse voltages, without breakdown, but they were expensive. So,

what really gave the boost to the ‘direct
coupled’ scheme was the development
of the (then quite cheap) epoxy resin
encapsulated Tantalum ‘bead’ capaci-

tors, in which form a lOOpF/3V device

pour through the LS speech coil, causing

Long-tailed pair input

aloud noise followed by some expen-

stages

sive smoke. The simple answer usually
adopted is to use a ‘slow blow’ fuse, or a

circuitry encounters few problems and is

DC offset—level sensitive relay ‘cut—out‘

in the LS output circuit.

In general, small-signal (preamp. type)
easy to design. Since the circuit layouts
used in this, where discrete components

rather than [Cs are used, are very
similar to those used in power amps.
we can consider these together. As a
rule, all modern designs, both for

O
1

55m

55m

pre. and power amps, now use split
rail (+l-V) power supplies, with both
the input and output signals referred
to a ‘OV’ line, and this is most easily
arranged by the use of an input

_

115
PNP

.

Tr5
PNP

.

Trs
PNP

m
PNP

.
e,

d

: as

‘

1:37
1

‘

‘long--tailed pair circuit‘ of the kind

+Vec.

.

‘

-

I have sketched in Figure 2. This

layout has a much lower THD than a
single transistor ampliﬁer stage, and
is balanced about the ‘OV’ line - a
feature needed in a direct coupled

'm

m

PNP

PN

system. I have shown T r l and Tr2 as
PNP transistors in this circuit, but it

ﬁre
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.
:Im

m
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Constant-current
sources and ‘Current
Mirrors’
The use of a high dynamic imped-

0

Output.
TI'Q
NPN

_

could equally well be turned upside
down and built with NPN ones.

ance ‘constant-currcnt source’ (CCl)

.n'.
I"

mm-cAPELEc

‘b

We

as the ‘tail’ is a good idea because it
JV“

improves the integrity of signal

0

transfer from Tr2 to Tr], and it also
helps to reject distortion. noise and
‘hum’ signals from the +ve line. The
use of a ‘current-mirror‘ as its output
load combines the outputs from Tr] and
Tr2, doubles the circuit gain, and also
helps exclude unwanted rubbish from
the -ve line.
I have used conventional ‘short—

hand’ symbols for the current source and
current mirror parts of the circuit. These
will usually be circuit arrangements of
the kind shown i n Figure 3 and 4. The
circuit used in Fig. 3a is often used in
commercial systems, but for a high
dynamic impedance Rx must be moder-

ately large, and this requires that ZDl
should be a zener diode, and zeners are
noisy. The layout of Figure 3b is better,

Current In

Current Out

TI1 I
MPH

1

112
NPN

and is my own preference for this job.
The junction FET circuit of Figure So,
has an excellent performance, within the
voltage limits imposed by the FET
breakdown characteristics - usually 2030V.
The circuits of both 3a and 3b can be
turned upside down, using PNP transis~
tors, to operate towards a —ve voltage

line. The circuit of 3c, since it is a twoterrninal layout, works happily in either
direction, provided the polarities are
observed. In all these circuits, Rx determines the output cunent. Two-terminal
constant current diodes, for fixed output
currents, using similar internal circuitry
to that of Figure 3c, are commercially available, with

mm

working voltages up to 100V,
and with dynamic impedances
of up to 10M or more, but
they are dear.
The other useful circuit
block is the ‘curnent mirror’,

for which I have shown a
simple circuit layout in Figure
4: an arrangement which acts
to ‘mirror’ the input current at
its output. Once again this

circuit is available as a commercial device, offering various inputzoutput ‘n'u'rror’
ratios. This circuit makes a
high dynamic impedance and

cu:
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tion as in the -ve one.
This layout has been used in some
very good preampliﬁer systems, as well
as in some excellent audio power ampli-
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ﬁers, with circuits developed-by engi-

neers, mainly working in the USA, such
as Hafler, Borbeley and Bongiorno.
However, the same symmetrical drive _
capability can be obtained more simply
by the layout shown in Figure 8, ﬁrst
shown by National Semiconductors as
an IC design, but used commercially by
Hitachi in an audio power ampliﬁer,

‘Cascode’ circuits
high gain ‘actjve’ load, particularly

Symmetry

effective in improving the performance

A potential problem with all ampliﬁer
systems is that of ‘slew rate limiting‘ or Transient Intermodulation Distortion’
as it is more romantically called - in
which a large input signal can drive the
amplifier into a condition, shown in
Figure 6, when any smaller signal applied to the ampliﬁer at the same time
could be blotted out.

of a long-tailed pair, leading to the kind

of circuit I have shown in Figure 5. I
have elaborated this by the addititin of
Tr9, and a further constant current load,
to make a complete high performance
gain block, with an open-loop (i.e.,

before negative feedback is applied)
gain of some 100,000x or more, and a
very low distortion.

Once again, this whole circuit can be
turned upside down with N instead of P
devices, and vice versa. Anyone needing
a high performance smallnsignal ampli—
ﬁer stage and not wishing to use an IC,
(perhaps because the output voltage

This defect could occur with any unsymmetrical circuit, such as, for exam-

ple, the circuit of Figure 5 if there was a
signiﬁcant amount of capacitance connected across its output, since although
this could be discharged rapidly when
Tr9 was turned hard ‘on’. it could take a

swing is too large for a normal IC to
handle), could use this circuit without

longer time to charge up again through
its constant current load (Tr'ifTrB). In

reservations.

this case, the most straightforward

The other circuit tool available to the
amplifier designer to increase bandwidth,
reduce distortion, and isolate input from
output, is the ‘cascode‘ connection,
shown for various bipolar transistor and
FET combinations in Figure 9, and, once

again. they can be inverted to use P—type
devices if more convenient for the cir—
cuit. All these arrangements have the
common advantage that the amplifier
transistor {Tr1) operates into a low inl-

pedance, ﬁxed voltage load, so there is
virtually no feedback through the transistor. Also, since the cascode transistor
(T r2) is just a current ampliﬁer, and

feedback free, the stage will give a very
high voltage gain, and a very low distortion if used with a high impedance load.
All the circuit layouts shown above
are used by circuit designers, in various

combinations, to produce very high

9
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ELECTRONICS in ACTION

+VGO-

answer would be to
simply double—up the
circuit with its mirror
image, shown
schematically in Figure 7, which is as
fast to respond in the +ve going direc-

MAY1994
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gain, low distortion gain hiccks, and
these have been used (in the position of
‘ A l ’ in Figure l ) , as the basis for power

Power amplifier design

ers hung on the end to reduce the output

As I have suggested above, the design

impedance to a low enough level for the

of pre-ampliﬁer stages, which are
mainly just voltage ampliﬁers operating

system to be able to drive a loudspeaker
adequately loudly. Unfortunately, this is.
where the real problems begin, and I‘ll
look at these next month.

ampliﬁer designs, with some kind of
impedance converting stage between the
ampliﬁer block and the LS output. Much

and a power ampliﬁer — according to

patience is required to get these parts to
live together.

Figure 1 — is just a voltage ampliﬁer
with a pair of push—pull emitter follow-

into resistive loads, is a pretty easy task,
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What’s compact, easy to
build and flattens you

before giving you a boost?
An Audio compressor

by Daniel Coggins

It is also partly responsible for giving
disc jockey's their ‘magic’ voices! The
disadvantage of this is to reduce the
‘light and shade’ of the sound to the
extent that one could argue that it becomes ‘ﬂat’ and synthetic.

Sim-l W

However, in broadcasting it is usually necessary to employ compression to
protect transmitters from large signal

RECTIFIER

LED

peaks, though BBC Radio 3 uses much.

less compression than say, Radio One at
Capital radio. When recording, compres- sion can he used to get ‘optimum’ reost readers with an interest in
audio or electronic music will
already be familiar with com-

pressors. Basically a compressor (or
‘sustain’ unit as it sometimes gets called

signals' dynamic range and gives the

cording levels (as on some cassette

effect of making the signal sound subv
jectively louder, due to its higher aver-

players) or to ‘tighten up’ the sound of
percussive or stringed instruments.

age level.

in the context of musical instruments) is

This effect is frequently used in
broadcasting for making advertisements

used to ﬂatten out signal peaks. as well

‘stand out' and also as general signal

Design Considerations

as boosting the amplitude of low level

conditioning to make certain daytime

This design was a result of some experimentation to produce a compressor with
a suitable response that could be used

signals. This effectively reduces the

radio stations appear louder than others.

with stringed ampliﬁed instruments in
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LED 1
(GREEN)
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Circuit Description
SKI is a stereo 11‘4" socket conﬁgured to
switch the 9V battery into the circuit
when a jack is inserted. The supply goes
to [Cl - a dual JFET low noise op-amp -

and is decoupled by C7. This 9V rail is
potential divided to 4.5V by equal value
resistors R5 and R6, decoupled by C6
and provides an operating point for both
op-amps non-inverting terminals.
The footswitch SW1 is used to by-

pass the circuit if so desired and does so
by either connecting both ‘in’ and ‘out’
sockets together or by routing the signals through the circuit.
C l couples the input signal via R1 to
ICla. This gives the circuit an input
impedance of 220K - fine for the majority of guitar pickups. R2 assigns a maximum gain of 10 (20db) to this inverting
ampliﬁer stage. LDRl is a miniature

light dependant resistor whose resistance
is extremely high in dark conditions

§

m u m - m m )
—I
0
0

m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m
Wavelengthtnm)

aunt-smite)
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order to ‘thicken up’ the sound and still
retain the natural attack of the notes. Of
equal importance was the release time
which was tailored to be near-instantaneous in order to facilitate fast passages
of notes or quick rhythms.
Other applications of this simple but
effective design will be considered later,
but as it stands it is intended for use
with electric guitars, or electric basses where it works very well. Using just one
dualop-ampwithanopticallinkanda
few other parts, this has to be one of the
simplest designs ever, but the noise
spec. is quite reasonable, as is the current consumption.

0.1
0.1

u

10
100 1m 1 m
hummer!)

(several megohrns), and this resistance

will decrease lineariy as light levels
increase (see Figure 3b). This varying
resistance modiﬁes the overall gain of

the ampliﬁer stage formed by 1C1 — by
connecting it in parallel with feedback
resistor R2. C2 is used here to prevent
RF breakthrough at high gain (which
prevents the circuit from functioning
properly - it is also very annoying!), and
the chosen value gives high frequency
roll-off progressively with increasing
gain. This is an important consideration,
as the noise level obviously increases as
the gain of ICla increases for low input

levels (and zero level) and is predomi—
nantly heard as hiss, which is largely
eradicated by this capacitors’ inclusion.
The output of this stage is coupled to

the footswitch via C4 and VRl - the _
level control - and also through C3 and
R3 to IClb - another inverting ampliﬁer
with a variable gain of up to 20dB.
However, the purpose of this stage is to
raise the signal to a large enough level
to drive the LED. C5 couples the audio
signal to LEDl but (most importantly) is
half—wave rectiﬁed by D1. Current

limiting is provided by R4. The LED
glows with proportion to the average

5K1

peak signal level fed to it, and just how
much of this level is determined by the
setting of VRZ.

By placing the LED so that its‘ lens
is illuminating the LDR’s’ active face,
the circuit will now operate as a compressor.
Why a GREEN LED? Because if we
look a t Figure 3a. we will see that the

best spectral response for this particular
LDR is about 550nm - which is approximately the wavelength of green light.

Which goes some way to suggesting that
red and yellow LED's will not give
suitable results here, as their wave—
lengths are far outside of the LDR’s
peak spectral response. If only I’d
known this when I threw away all
those ‘faulty' ORP 12's when I
couldn’t get them to work with red
LED’s!

Construction Details
Using the PCB available from EA,

check that it ﬁts into the guide slots

ponents as shown in Figure 4 - use some
screened cable for connection 6 and
connect one end of the screen to the
case. to keep the noise down.

Drill out the case as shown in Figure
5 and use rub-down letters to label the
controls/switchisockets.

Several coats of clear lacquer will
ensure that these words remain visible
after rough handling - this is a foot-

you should see the LED glow in harmony with you! If not. then press SW1.
or check the LED’s polarity again. Make
sure it is at 90 degrees to the PCB.

operated device!

Assuming all is well, fasten the lid to the

Assemble the ﬁnished unit by putting
the ‘guts’ into the case (neatly, of

case, connect up to your ampliﬁer and

course!) and furnishing it with a fresh

PP3 and a little foam rubber to prevent

arm
I I ? “
“seesaw,“ a n . M

pluck a single note. It should be possible
to hear the compression effect, but bear
in mind that on low settings it will be V
quite subtle - and if SW1 is in the
wrong position the thing will sound
as normal, because it is!
Try playing soft and loud alternately — and slowly and quickly to
appreciate the effects of compres-

sion. Higher settings of the ‘sustain’
control will give more dramatic

compression and will require a
corresponding high setting of the
‘level' control. Low settings of
sustain (up to around midway} will give
a limiting effect, ‘squashing’ signal

in the specified case. Then, in accordance with Figure 7a solder all the
resistors and capacitors and D1 onto it,

Testing and Use

being careful to check polarities. Solder

Connect an ammeter between battery

peaks, but not affecting the quieter

in [CI and then the LDR - take great
care not to overheat this sensitive com-

negative and case - it should read around

signals as much. The ‘squashed’ sound
can be quite expressive, especially as the

ponent.
Figure 7b shows how the LED is

mounted upside down so that it looks
directly at the LDR. Take care when
bending the leads, leaving about 5mm
clearance from the LED case. Again, he
sure to get the LED polarity correct!
Once satisﬁed that the PCB is com—
plete, connect it to the remaining com-

any internal movement in use.

4-5mA. Gross deviations from this
figure suggest that you should go back
and check for any mistakes...

It rrtight be worth pointing out that as
this unit features a light dependant
component that a light - proof case is

essential for proper operation, but before
you put on the lid plug your instrument
into the input socket, turn up VR2 fully,

dim the lights and make a few sounds -

LDR responds sluggishly at low signal
levels and quite quickly at higher light
levels. This is how it preserves the

attack of the notes. This non-linearity
gives the unit a sound not dissimilar to
the old valve compressorflimiters of the
603, and as such is quite subjectively
pleasing.

As with any effect that can produce
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result of this, particularly with a bass
guitar is to reinforce the strength of

connect a 470K resistor (R7) shown as

lower notes, with slightly greater dy-

dotted on the overlay, between C1

for YOU. Audio is subjective and of
course so is music, but technology and
all the mics and equations that it carries
with it must only be a means to an end.

capacitor across LED] to modify the

Avoid ‘paralysis by analysis’ and ex-

release time for putting say, speech or
music through this unit - but that is
somewhat crude and would best be

concerned, resulting in greater compression at mid to high frequencies. The net

periment!
In a simple circuit such as this, there

is a lot going on interactively, which can
lead to more complex and interesting
results. Should the footswitch in this

expanded upon..... ....over to you!

Referenc e

4

error and the component values were
chosen as a result of subjective listening
tests. For instance, the value of C3 in
conjunction with R3 gives signiﬁcant
bass roll-off as far as the side chain is

9

It may be of interest to note that this

design was largely the result of trial and

Buying Tips
The LDR can be obtained

from ELECTROMAIL
(RADIOSPARES mail order
subsidiary - Tel. 0536
204555. The footswitch and
diecast case can be obtained
from Maplin (order codes
FH93 and LH71 respectively)

9

way that you can make the sound work

Afterthoughts

(switch side) and ground - this should

minimise it.
By combining this design with that
of last months’ A-B BOX you can make
a compressor with greater reliability,
quieter and with LED status indicators.
You may wish to modify the sidechain by simply connecting a large

s

namics than for higher notes or harmon—
ics. If you wish to try different values
here or, for instance C5 / R4! R2 / C2 I
R1! C1, feel free to do so - it is in this

design produce any ‘clicks’ or ‘thumps',

NMAYl1 c

high gain levels it is best to put it as
close to the beginning of the signal
chain as possible (i.e. the guitar), in
order to avoid excessive noise. Remember that a compressor always seeks to
amplify low level signals and will interpret noise as a signal, too.
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POWERFUL SCHEMATIC CAPTURE,
PCB DESIGN AND AUTOROUTINGV
ALL FOR JUST £395...
PROPAKAR provides all the features you need to create complex PCB designs quickly and easily.
Draw the circuit diagram using the powerful facilities of 1815 DESIGNER+ and then netlist into ARES

AUTOROUTE for placement, autorouting and tidy up. Advanced real time design rule checks
guarantee that the ﬁnal PCB will correspond exactly with the schematic thus saving you from costly
layout errors and time consuming debugging.
Attractive. easy to use graphical interface.
Object oriented schematic editor with automatic wire routing,

dot placement and mouse driven plaoereditlmoveldelete.
Netlist generation for most popular CAD software.
Bill of Materials and Electrical Rules Check reports.
Two schemes for hierarchical design.
Automatic component annotation and packaging.

Comprehensive device libraries and package libraries
including both through hole and SMT parts.
User deﬁnable snap grids (imperial and metric) and Real
Time Snap to deal with tricky SMT spacings.
Manual route editing features include Auto Track Necking,
Topological editing and Curved tracks.
Autorouting for single, double and muIti-Iayer boards.
Non autorouting PROPAK is available for just £250 if you do
not need or want the router.
Full connectivity and design rule checking.
Power plane generator with thermal relief necking.
Graphics support to 800x500 Super VGA.
Output to dot matrix and laser printers, HP and Houston
plotters. Postscript devicesI Gerber and Excellon NC
machines plus DXF and other DTP ﬁle formats.
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CADPAK
Two Programs for the Price of One

rsrs ILLUSTRATOR
Schematic Drawing for Windows
c

ISIS SUPERSKETCH
A superb schematic drawing program
for DOS offering Wire Autorouting,
Auto Dot Placement, full component

'
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libraries, export to DTP and much more.

Exceptionally easy and quick to use. For example, you

G

92

a:

can place a wire with just two mouse clicks — the wire

autorouter does the rest.

%

PCB II
High performance yet easy.' to use manual PCB layout
package. Many advanced features including curved tracks,

Running under Windows 3.1. [515 ILLUSTRATOR lets
you create presentation quality schemaﬁc drawings like
you see in the magazines. Furthermore, when the

auto track necking, DXF export, Gerber and NC ﬁle

drawing is done, transferring it to another document is
just a matter of pasting it through the Clipboard.

generation, Gerber viewing and more.

Alon Chadwick writing in ET! (January 94) concluded...
"At £79 I thought this was an excellent buy."

Now used by a number of prominent technical authors to
illustrate their latest books and magazine articles.

Call us today on 0274 542868 or

obcencec

fax 0274 481078 for a demo pack state DOS or Mndows. Mum-copy and
educational discounts available.
Prices exclude pap [£5 for U. it: and VAT. All manufaCturers‘ trademarks acmmledged.
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405 or Do in 12-14 hours+1xPP3(1,2,3oM cells may
95
100.. we have a range of 0.2511: 0.511I 1111 and an solid
be charged at a time)
1:5.
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' " switch
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LM337|1 103 case variable ., '
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High Grade Audio Valves

Major Brands e.g Mallard, Brlmar, Philips, GE (UK), across), etc.
A2900 CFC..............

6234 Mullard ......

ESOF Philipsmmn..."

C1237 Mullard.

EJCCSUC‘MW Mu

EXICSZFCVMB Mullah!
ECCSB Mullard........
ESSCC Mullard.................
.
EFSéICV4OSSMn]latd/GEC.... .
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EL84 GE (USA)...
....ESOO
0232 Mullard......
...£800
02.33 M u l l a r d £ 3 0 0

6146B GE........
6550A GE...
.
.
7581 GE...................................£12.00

*PREMIUM: Our own BRAND from selected worldwide sources. processed

in our special facility to provide low noisell'rumlmicruphony PwAmp valves and
Power Valves bumt-in for improved stability and reliability.

PRE-AMP VALVES
Eccstn2.1m...................,......,£5.oo
EOCSZ’I2111.17..........................£4.00
ECCS3!12AX7
is m
occss.......................................£4.00
i"

ECC83
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F F 8 6 . £ A O O
ESICC (GOLD PIN)....
£6.00
1:3c (GOLD PIN)
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. £6.00
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csor.....................
£9.00
E83F....
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GSLTG'I‘...
£4.00
GSN'IGT...................................£4.20
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E84U7189A.............................£15.00
K T 6 6 £ 9 2 0
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1:12 so
KT88 (GOLD Q)......................£18.50
131“ $0
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POWER VALVES

Send Fax order with cheque or credit crud details to:
Chelmer Valve C0,. 130 New London Rd, Chclmsford, Essex CM2 ORG

Tel: (0245) 265865 Fax: (0245) 490064
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SpiceAge for Windows, Level 1, £100 + VAT
We are offering a special version of

SpiceAge for Windows to students and
serious hobbyists. The version will
analyse medium sizes of circuits and
may be upgraded to the professional
version for the price difference.
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SpiceAge is the program used by
professional circuit designers that lets
you "breadboard" even before you plug
in your soldering iron. It gives you
quiescent DC
voltages,
frequency
reSponse curves and ’scope-Iike traces of
your circuit ideas. Imagine how easy it is
to test new components and values without the risk of smoke! SpiceAge has a friendly editor
that lets you tell it what components to put in your circuit and howto connect them. SpiceAge
has a "lab" full of "test equipment" to let you inject signals and "probe" for voltages, currents,
dissipations, dB gains, phase angle, group delay and power consumption.

Requires Windows 3.1 or higher. S.A.E. please for information pack or £5 for demonstration kit.

ACCESS/VISA or cheque with order. Please state disk size. Those Engineers Ltd, Dept EA4

31 Birkbeck Road. London NW7 4BP. Tel 081-906 0155. Fax 081-906 0969.

Andrew Armstrong
helps us keep our
neighbours friendly
with his infra red stereo
audio transmitter
5 Britain becomes more crowded,
and newer housing is more
cramped, the sound of heavy
metal played through loudspeakers at
high volume becomes less acceptable.

Listening on headphones is a good
answer, but the cable tends to get

snagged and people trip over.
The answer is to use an infra red
headphone link. Unfortunately the ones

I have seen on sale are only mono, and
intended for use with a television, so I
have designed a stereo transmitter to use

with a hi—ﬁ system. Obviously a direct
cable connection will offer better sound,
but the design here is intended to provide a good quality link for use when a
cable is impractical.

Modulation
There are several ways to send sound
information via infra red. The simplest is
to modulate the brightness of the led
directly with the sound signal. The most
obvious disadvantages of this approach
are that LEDs are not perfectly linear,
that infra red in the environment will
interfere directly with the signal, and
that this method makes it difﬁcult to
provide stereo modulation.
The linearity problem can be solved

by using pulse width modulation, but a
much better answer is to learn from
radio transmission standards and to

frequency modulate a high frequency
carrier. This can be reasonably linear,
and it avoids most interference problems. One example is infra red from a
light source. It will contain 100Hz and
near harmonics thereof which are far
below any reasonable carrier frequency.

Stereo
A number of years ago I read that there
was a Standard for infra-red stereo
headphones which used 95KHz for one
channel, and ZSOKHz for the other. I do
not know if there are any infra-red headphones to this standard manufactured

now, but in case there are I will use
these frequencies in order to be compatible.
The frequency modulated carriers are
provided by two voltage controlled
oscillators. The LM566 is a reasonably
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priced VCO which covers the required
frequency range, and is available from
Cirkit, so I chose that for this project.
One way to transmit the left and right
signals would be to use two separate
strings of LEDs, but economyr and el-

egance suggested that a single string
should be used. Simple square wave
modulation was then ruled out because,
if one modulating signal is on and the
other off, should the LEDs be on or off?

Linear addition of the squarewave drives
might work, but experience has taught
me that in a potentially non-linear system, in any situation where beats be—
tween frequencies or harmonics can
occur, they probably will, and in so

doing will spoil the performance of the
system. Accordingly, I decided to generate sine-wave drive signals if it could be
done without too much complexity.

The Signal Path
Starting at the input, for the left-hand
channel, the audio signal is ﬁltered to

remove any RF which may be present.
and fed to a low-noise op-amp which

buffers the signal. The op-amp circuit
also provides pre-emphasis to bring the
high frequency content of the modula—
tion more in line with the middle fre—
quency content. De-emphasis can then
be applied at the receiver, resulting in a
lowering of the noise level.
This buffered output is fed to the
modulation input of the VCO, via an

attenuating network comprising R10 and
R17. Because the left-hand side of R17
is decoupled to ground, it works as a
potential divider with R10 at audio
frequencies. The buffered signal is AC
coupled rather than DC coupled to the

r
o,

EIA Stereo lntre red
lie-siphon. Transmitter
Component Side

04

.9
modulation input of the VCO, because
the bias voltage on the modulation input
is used to set the exact VCO frequency.
The triangle wave output from the
VCO is fed via R1 1 and C9 to a pair of
back-to-back diodes. The resistor value
is chosen so that the diodes will gently
round off the peaks of the triangle wave,
and it is AC-coupled to make this work
symmetrically. Some of the remaining
harmonics are removed by the RC ﬁlter

op—amp chosen for the job is unity-gain

comprising R14 and C10. The resultant

resistor is placed in series with the base
of Trl, to prevent oscillation caused by

signal when displayed on an oscilloscope appears to be a good sine wave.
Signals from the two channels are
added in the high frequency op-amp
which drives the output transistor. The
function of this stage is to vary the
current through the light-emitting diodes
linearly with the input signals, and tests
show that it does this effectively. The

0‘
O

stable, but it cannot be guaranteed to be
stable if its output is fed through a further active device before feedback is
applied. Any instability will only mani—
fest itself at frequencies of several megahertz, so the gain of the op-amp stage
itself is reduced at frequencies well
outside the operating range of the circuit
by C12 and R32. As a further precaution
to keep the circuit stable, at 10 ohm

the strange and complex impedances

which transistors can sometimes exhibit
on their terminals.

This stage draws a signiﬁcant cur—
rent, so in order to avoid unnecessary
disruption of the power supply voltage

to the rest of the unit, local decoupling
is provided by C13. The ground connection of C13 is directly routed to R35 on
the PCB layout to avoid coupling output
signals into an earlier part of the circuit
via common ground resistance.

Ancillary Bits

EIA Stereo Infra red

On-board voltage regulators are pro—

Solder Side

vided in order to guarantee a clean
power supply. Since the regulators are
there anyway, the rectiﬁer and smooth-

Headphone Trlnemltter

ing capacitors are also ﬁtted to the
board, so the only extra component
required is a mains transformer.
An indication of the correct signal
level for a reasonable modulation index
is provided by the circuitry comprising
T12 and Tr3. This circuit ﬂashes the
LED if either of the buffer ampliﬁer
outputs swings positive enough to bias
the transistor On. Considering the left
hand channel. Tr3 has some bias provided already by R23, so that a 200

miliivolt positive excursion on [C] pin 1

will serve to light the LED. Initial tests
showed that this level of signal gave a
reasonable amount of modulation, but
should the indicator need to be changed,

the value of R23 can be changed.

Assembly and Testing
The PCB for this project is double sided.
and the ﬁrst thing to do is to insert and

solder the links between top and bottom
of the PCB. Track pins are ideal, but bits
of clipped component lead will do.
Separate pin throughs are provided for
components which obscure their top
connections, but ones whose top connections are accessible should be top
soldered.

Several IC connections are top soldered, which is not clear on the photo-

graph of the prototype because 1 used
sockets in developing this design. 1C
sockets are not easy to top solder, so I

used the Multicore Copperset through
hole plating system to make these connections.

+12V

10K

Q‘

In Oncllloeeopo

If all the top soldered connections are
made, the infra red LEDs are the only
other item needing special attention.

Their polarity is not obvious, and their
illumination or otherwise cannot be
seen. My solution to the problem was to
set the lab power supply to 4V, and
connect the infra red LED to the supply
via a 1K resistor. Measuring the voltage
across the LED indicates polarity, as the

diode which the receiver will use, then

The Receiver
As it stands, this is no use without a
receiver. The receiver design will be
published in Part Two. Currently I am
torn between using a pair of phasedlocked loops to demodulate the signals,
or using a conventional FM detector,

each input in turn, you should be able to

possibly using an IC intended for an FM
radio. It may take morethan a month to
choose and design a good-enough sys-

see the frequency of the waveform
change. Then you will have got as far as
is possible until the receiver is built.

the next issue, I apologise to those who
have to wait for the following month.

Finally, if you connect the oscillo-

scope across R35. and apply a signal to

tem, and if the receiver design does miss

MAY
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measure +/- l 2 V on [C l , the next step is

to set the frequency of the voltage con—
trolled oscillators. Connect a frequency
meter to pin 3 of 1C2 and adjust RV] to
set the frequency to 95KH'2. Then measure on pin 3 of 1C3 and adjust VR2 for a
frequency of 250KHz.
Without a receiver, further testing is
limited. If you purchase the infra red

you can test that the transmitter is transmitting by using the circuit of Figure 2
to detect the modulated waveform. This
will only work close to the transmitting
LEDs — the signal from the receiving
diode will need a lot of ampliﬁcation to
work in the receiver.

n

LED conducts at about 1.1V, but is
capable of blocking 4V with no trouble.
When assembly is complete, test the
power supply ﬁrst, initially using a
current limited lab power supply to feed
+I-15V into the reservoir capacitors in
case all is not well. Assuming that you

Mike Meechan now

gets to grips with this
ast month, we looked at the me
chanics involved in getting sound
8K1”

off the vinyl disc via the moving
coil~type cartridge. This month. before
unravelling the secret of The Alchemist,
let us look at an enemy which is ever-

present in all audio systems, that of noise.

Noise
Since any RIAA equalisation is done
postvfront end, as far as moving coil
signal conditioning is concerned, it is a
matter simply of straight ampliﬁcation.
Or is it..? Let us look closely at what is

,.
2
a:
an
+9V

involved.
In any electrical system, and before
we even think about man-made noise or
interference, naturally-occurring noise
lurks in there somewhere, even if it’s
below audible levels or above the audible upper frequency ceiling. We must
appreciate a basic understanding of
noise before any efforts can be made to
minimise effects which it might have on
an electronic system intended to amplify, with a great deal of integrity, a

low—level signal which may indeed
originate from a vinyl record groove.
Many forms of noise are naturally-

occurring, whilst others are man-made.
Good design techniques, with judicious
input ﬁltering, shielding of sensitive
areas of the circuit etc. can just about

Where very low level signals, high
ampliﬁcation factors, and speciﬁc working impedances for optimum performance are required, the problems caused
by noise worsen by a large order of
magnitude. We’re now going to look at
the mechanics of noise, and what can be
done about it before we put the theories
into practise.

The Physics of Noise
Noise Figure and EIN
It can be illustrated using statistical
mechanics and the laws of thermodynamics that resistors will contribute
noise because of thermal activity. It is a
naturally—occurring phenomena, and is
generated irrespective of how perfect the

0V
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eliminate the effects of man-made noise.
Naturally occurring noise, however, is
another matter.

mom our

hi-fi pre-amp project

ﬁer design and application, it is as well
to understand, from the onset, what

physical limitations they place upon the
absolute lowest value of noise which can
be achieved from a given circuit.

Noise from resistance in series with
the ampliﬁer input is generated according to the following equation;

en=v'(4KTBH)
where
K is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 x 1023 JIK“)
T is the absolute temperature in K, and
is typically quoted at room temp (290K)

B is the noise bandwidth in Hertz
eII is the amplifier noise voltage VNHz
R is the resistance in ohms

The coil resistance of a moving
magnet cartridge is around 500R, (al—
though it can be as much as 2K) while
the moving coil’s is around a tenth of
that, although some have resistances as
low as 5R. The noise voltage is normally
quoted in nVNHz. The value of a 50R
resistor is calculated as shown below;

E" =xl4KTen
=4x1.38x10'3'x298x50x20x10”
=128nV

This ﬁgure is known as the thermal
noise or so-called Johnson Noise, named

20Iog

0.775
128 x 10'”
= -135.6dBu

Unfortunately, when
the input signal is ampliﬁed, so is the noise. and
if the ratio of signal
power to noise power is
the same at the output of
the ampliﬁer as at the

input, it is said to be
‘noiseiess’. With a typical output of

around 0.5mV from the MC cartridge
and a gain of around 64:13 from the
ampliﬁer, signal-to-noise is typically
72dB, dropping to about 52dB with very
low output cartridges (SOpV). This is the
best which can be achieved, and as—
sumes an ampliﬁer which adds no noise
of its own, which is a practical impossibility. Real ampliﬁers degrade this ratio
by injecting noise of their own, and this
is in addition to any present on generated by the load resistor at the amplifier
input.

NF=SIG°m_x weree x N
and NF d B = 10 log (NF of the
power ratio)
These other noise sources are caused
by ‘additional’ noise sources such as lI'f

or ‘flicker noise’, which we’ll discuss
later. In an MC preampliﬁer application,
keeping the noise ﬁgure as near the
theoretical minimum i s of paramount

after J .B. Johnson who ﬁrst explained it
in 1928 when he presented his paper,
“Thermal Agitation of Electricity in
Conductors’. The signiﬁcance of
Johnson noise is that it sets a lower limit
on the noise voltage on any signal

pliﬁer and is expressed as a ratio in the

noise of a resistor of specified value - or
the cartridge — which would normally be

source or ampliﬁer having resistance.

form;

connected to the ampliﬁer input. Noise

The degree of this noise impairment
is known as the noise ﬁgure of the am-

importance, since the noise figure is the
amount by which the Equivalent input
Noise (EIN) is higher than the thermal

MAY
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Since they are an integral part of ampli-

Another naturally-occurring, irreducible form of
noise is ‘shot noise’,
which is caused by
statistical fluctuations in
the current. When referred to the standard
reference level of
0.?75V (OdBu). noise
from a 500R resistor
(moving magnet cartridge) is as follows;

n

resistor is. Noise must be added to any
signal dropped across a resistor, irrespective of the quality of the resistor.

ﬁgures of 3dB or less can
be assumed to be good,

speciﬁed as the noise
measured at the ampliﬁer
output plus the ampliﬁer
gain when the input is
terminated with a resistor
of the nominal value of
cartridge impedance.

The Use of
Transformers in
Low Noise
Design

tea—-

and those of MB or less,
excellent. EIN can also be

as

Obviously, cartridges
have an impedance which
can‘t be altered. While the
impedance of the moving
magnet type is high

enough that, with the right
choice of opvamp, it can
be ampliﬁed directly, with
little or no noise degradation, the MC-type cannot.
Consequently, noise takes

on special signiﬁcance in
the design of MC

\

preampliﬁers, since the
much lower impedance of

A = 3mm co

All Ila-tensions In that
3 a: 12mm.
0 = 2mm

i
J_

1—--—-:"n

the MC type means that
the direct op-amp approach can’t be taken if
adequate signal-to-noise
ratio is to be maintained.
This is because we can‘t
adequately match the
higher optimum source

24

impedance or noise resist

ance of most op—amps — more of this
later - to the much lower source resistance of the cartridge. There are three
accepted solutions to the problem. With
the ﬁrst, and earliest method employed,
optimum performance may be obtained
by using a transformer with a turns ratio
selected to transform the actual source
impedance of the cartridge to the noise
resistance of the ampliﬁer. However, the

transformer has several shortcomings
which include cost, distortion at low

frequencies, (caused by magnetic nonlinearities in the core which cause saturation), and the inability to handle tran-

sients because of leakage inductance and
stray capacitance, which also affects
performance at HF. There are further
losses from the magnetic properties of
the core, and from winding resistance,

the latter worsening noise performance

mean that hum pick up can be a prob-

Transistor Preamp Stage

lem, and special, purpose—designed
shielding, manufactured from materials
such as mumetal, is sometimes used so
that noise performance isn’t impaired. In

The need for a very low value of circuit
input impedance, in order to minimise
thermal noise effects, can be met because of the much lower characteristic
OSI (Optimum Source Impedance or
noise resistance) of the transistor, so that
it can be used directly to amplify the
signal. With transistors, noise voltages
and noise currents alter in magnitude
and in ratio to one another. Lower collector current gives rise to lower noise
current — not inconceivably, since the
current noise is due to minor random
discontinuities in the device Currents

spite of these shortcomings, transformer

coupling is used extensively in many
high quality moving—coil preampliﬁer
designs. These match the very low
impedance of the MC cartridge to the
much higher impedance needed to load the
op-amp optimally for noise, and also
produce the necessary 20-30dB of gain.
Ortofon, one of the companies who pioneered the manufacture of moving coil
type cartridges, use the transformer approach extensively in their head amp
designs. To summarise, the transformer

must match the some resistance to the
characteristic noise resistance of the opamp or transistor so that the best noise

because it is, in itself, a source of

performance is attained (when R. = R“),

Johnson noise. Also. the very low level
signals present both on the primary and
secondary windings of the transformer

match the impedance of the cartridge
(non-critical). and provide some degree of

voltage gain for the cartridge input signal.

(i.e. shot noise) which adds to the ﬂuc-

tuations caused by noise. The ratio
between the two — noise impedance - can
therefore be altered.
The resistance value at which the
device is optimally quiet for audio
purposes is also the value which coincides with that required for optimum
device transfer characteristics. In other
words. there is good frequency versus

phase linearity response, and so the
device will be stable at high frequency, and in high feedback-low gain
conﬁgurations.

With bipolar transistors, the theoretical value for emitter-base voltage noise
is a function only of absolute temperature and collector current
en: kT

2

ql G

This formula indicates that a reduction in voltage noise, en, can be made
low in value by increasing collector
current. This is boume out in practise as
Ic is increased until a level is reached
where parasitic transistor noise
limits any further reduction. This
noise ﬂoor is usually created by
and modelled as an equivalent

the transistor at a much higher value of
collector current. This also has the beneﬁt of widening the bandwidth of the
system.
We can bring the 081 down by re-

ducing the ratio of inherent noise
voltages and currents. Lower 081 can be
achieved by paralleling identical, low
noise, input devices. This maintains the
same noise voltage but alters the noise
current. The noise impedance changes
proportionately because the base spread-

ing resistance of the transistor - which,
as far as noise is concerned, adds itself
to the source resistance of the cartridge is reduced by a factor dependent upon

ful selection and matching of components is a time~consuming - and there-

fore costly — process. To even out the
spread in characteristics of electrically
unmatched, but ostensibly identical

devices, where there may be differences
in the base-emitter turn-on voltage, for
example, resistors are sometimes used to

create a biasing network. Regrettably,
resistors in the collector arm of the
circuit mean a loss of some usable signal. Conversely, circuit topologies based
around a common base connection
between all transistors use individual
emitter resistors. This swamps any
differences in device characteristics, at
the expense of a small but ﬁnite
addition to the base—spreading
resistance of the transistor in
question which, in turn, worsens

resistor (In) - the so—called ‘base-

noise performance.

spreading resistance’ - in series
with the base of the transistor. This

Supermatched Pairs

is, in fact, the real part ofhie. Low

low noise applications. For finite

An ideal way to avoid using either
a transformer, or having to closely
match several discrete transistors
in a head amp design is to make

source impedance, current noise
must be considered as a quadrature

use of what is known as a supermatched pair. This exploits the

addition to voltage noise. Shot
noise is white noise - equal ener-

low-noise-at-low-source-impedance characteristics of the discrete

parasitic transistor noise is therefore an important factor in ultra-

gies at all frequencies - which

transistor, but without the attend-

worsens with increasing emitter

ant selectioni'matching problem,
or the introduction of superﬂuous
and perfonnance—damaging pas-

current. Base spreading resistance
decreases with increasing emitter
current, so thermal noise because
of this parasitic resistance decreases also. This gives rise to
something of a conﬂict of interest low emitter current lessens shot
noise but increases thermal noise
because increases, while higher
current lessens the thermal noise
effect but worsens shot noise.
To ﬁnd the collector current which
yields the minimum overall equivalent

input noise with a given Rs, Le. a cornpromise between thermal noise and shot
noise, the total noise formula can be

differentiated with respect to 1c and set
to zero for finding a minimum. For very

low R‘ - as in the case of a moving coil

sive component arrays.
Monolithic transistor arrays
have been around for a long time,

the number of devices placed in parallel.
In the Alchemist design, noise is reduced by the square root of this parallel—
ing factor. Shot noise (or Schottky
noise) contribution can be reduced by
maintaining a high collector current
(which reduces dynamic emitter resist—
ance), while voltage noise is inversely

more important, so in practise we run

provements both in matching properties,

of this type are marketed by companies

current levels, although the large geometry transistor design, used to minimise
base-spreading resistance, results in

current. Conversely, cmrent noise in—

any case, the ampliﬁer adds its own
noise. We’ve already shown that the
amplifier’s noise voltage is added to the
input signal while its noise current
generates a noise voltage across the
source impedance. With a low source
resistance - 50R cartridge - a low en is

material gradients. This yields a pair
which offers order-of-magnitude im-

such as Braithwaite, Linaaim and
Ortofon.
From a commercial viewpoint, care-

proportional to the square root of stage

be added to Rs in the calculation.

Even a noiseless source has an irre-

average out any residual process or

and in parasitic base and emitter resistance specifications, since the paralleling
of many devices reduces overall rbb and
rec, which are around 20R and 0.4R
respectively for packages such as the
SSM2220 and the LM394. Such values
are considerably smaller than for other
small signal transistors. Typical hm,
mismatch is 2%, and is valued at 500
minimum when 1c is equal to lrnA.
Broadband noise is very low, and the
devices have no excess noise at lower

cartridge - the rbb of the transistor must

ducible source of Johnson noise from
the value of its source resistance and, in

but ultimate performance was
being compromised by statistical
ﬂuctuations in the material itself,
and in the processing environ—
ment. The so-called ‘supermatched’ transistor differs in that
many individual transistors are physi~
cally located in a way which tends to

creases proportionally to the square root
of stage current. Fortunately, high cur—
rent
noise is of less importance when
dealing with low impedance sources
such as MC cartridges, and optimisation
of impedances is not necessary. Designs

attractive for whatever reason, ensure

voltage-gain bandwidth, especially for
high gain applications.

earthing arrangements are strictly ad-

Construction
The circuit is simple but effective. There

the washers supplied and tighten the
nuts securely. The earthing tag can be

are no lineup procedures, n o presets to

soldered to the surrounding earthed

trim, and no matching of components.

trackwork while the centre, signal pin is
joined to its associated Veropin using a
short length of wire. The connections to
the centre pins should be shrouded.
Throughout construction be aware of
solder bridges across tracks.
Rather than have one set of ‘lN’ and

When interfacing between turntable
and preamp, The Alchemist should be
sited as near to the turntable as possible,
connected to the cartridge with short,
high quality screened lead. Connections
between it and the preamp should also

one set of ‘OUT' sockets, the output of

tioned already that the moving-coil
cartridge, because of its low impedance]
low inductance nature, is able to drive

that the connecting leads are adequately
shielded and screened and that good
hered to. The sockets are mounted on
the reverse (foil) side of the PCB. Use

For this reason, all of the components

there are can be considered to be critical
to the well-being of the design, and
tolerances and types speciﬁed in the

_ parts list should be strictly adhered to if
noise and distortion performance is not
to be compromised or impaired.

8
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The first job which must be carried out

1766l AVlN

conﬂicting, criteria. It must be positioned where it is easily accessible but
not able to be inadvertently knocked on

relatively higher collector-to-base capacitance (COR) than ordinary transistors.
The Miller effect from these can limit

is a drilling operation. The four mounting holes must be opened out to 3mm,
while the phono socket mounting holes
(if intended for use with those speciﬁed

in the Parts List) should be drilled using
a 8mm drill. Use new, sharp drills and
speeds around the 3000rpm mark or
higher. The PCB must also be trimmed
slightly if i t is to ﬁ t in the box speciﬁed.
This amounts to about 1.5—2mm on each

side.
Since the ground plane was extended
around to the far side of the board using
PCB material which has just been removed, a wire link must be soldered to

the underside of the board to join both
halves of the ground plane together.
This should be done on the central part
of the board. Note also that whilst R3

and R5, R103, R105 are shown earthed
in the circuit diagram, various gremlins
in the PCB design seem to have
thwarted this. The node connectn these
two resistors (adjacent to and just in
front of pin 1 [CL pin 8 of IClOl,
should be joined to the ground plane
with a wire link! large blob of solder.
C4, C 104 optional supply decoupling
capacitors seemed to have suffered in
this respect too, with the earth connec-

tion to the - pin missed. Bridge across
from this to the ground plane. Once this
is complete, the IC sockets should be
soldered in first, followed by resistors
and small capacitors. Rl,101 should be
chosen, in accordance with the cartridge
manufacturer’s speciﬁcations, to be a
proper impedance match for the device
concerned. Transistors come next, then
Veropins and the larger non-polarised
electrolytics, before finishing with the
two gold-plated phono sockets. These
are optional but make for a tidy and
uncluttered interior. They also eliminate
the possibility of any infiltration of the

signal by hum or other stray pick-up.
Should off-board connectors be more

the circuit can, instead, be terminated in
a phone plugfscreened lead combination. In this way, one set of potentiallyunreliable, potentially hum-inducing
connections are eliminated. It goes

without saying, of course, that both the
screened lead and the phono plugs
should be of a quality commensurate

with the performance expected of the
unit.
The last connections to be made are
the output phono leads/plugs (if you’ve

omitted the output sockets SK2 and
51002), power connections to and from

the on/off switch and ﬁnally, the battery
clip connection. The diecast box is

drilled with reference to the diagrams
shown in Figure 3. The PCB is mounted
inside the box using M3 tapped spacers
or PCB standoffs. Spacers are bolted to
the lid pan of the box. Where metal
spacers are used, all but one of the
screws should be insulated using plastic
washers. This avoids the PCB being
earthed in four different places and the
hum loops it might cause. Deviate from
these at your peril — when I was measur—

ing noise and distortion performance,
non optimised ground paths in the input

and output leads used to connect the
measuring apparatus caused perform—
ance to be worsened in both respects by
at least two orders of magnitude.

Current consumption is low enough
(about lOmA) that the unit can be pow—
ered from a 9V PP3 battery. This elimi—
nates the possibility of hum induction
from the power supply, but a mains PSU
c0uld be used, as long as it’s adequately
screened (ideally in a separate box) and
well-regulated. The preamp should, in

any case, be housed in its own metal box
- the diecast example speciﬁed in the
parts list is ideal. The battery can be
wrapped in some foam and sealed inside

this box and changed once a year or
thereabouts. The mounting position for
the switch has to satisfy two, somewhat

or off. A DPDT rocker switch from RS
was used in the prototype and seemed
idea]. A worthwhile addition is the LED
across the switched supply. I used a high
efficiency type fed through an 8K2
resistor.

be as short as practical. We’ve men-

long and or capacitive cables. However,
longer cables are more prone to hum

pick-up and other forms of interference
injection and so should be avoided
where possible. All that now remains is
to connect the battery, turntable, ampli-

ﬁer, select a favourite track, turn on The
Alchemist, and listen to it work its
magic on vinyl.
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Echo Echo Echo.

Paul Stenning’s Digital
echo unit will ensure you
have astounding repeat

performances, again

.

We decided that about half a second
between echoes would be more than

adequate for a maximum delay range: '7

we Mn»:.4» 5,) aw
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The shortest delay is so fast that sounds
resembling microphone feedback can be
obtained. Metallic alien reverberations
similar to those on the “Smash” instant

it!
‘ ins ipprcadmately -4V.

Vader lC7 starts a conversion

‘Whon 02 IS high the data In the RAM is
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RAMcmp'iobeused.
i ' Ideally I would have had just one

continuously variable delay pot, on me
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mated three of which are invert d
ﬁgsin I03. When Qt goes high the A

'

mire their patience! Although this
method worked OK for longer echoes on
single sounds, it could not be used to
add a short reverberation on speech.
An exact specification was not offered, they felt that almost anything
would be better than the existing system.
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his digital echo unit resulted from
a discussion with a friend who is
a member of a local amateur
dramatic group. Until now they had
been producing echo sound manually by
tape recording the same sound several
times at lower recording levels - I ad-

.
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and again.

version. The eight data iinee at

state, and controlled by the 0 '
circuit, the lrequency of which is set by
013. The data sheet gives the maximum 9 W

clock frequency as 1MHz. and a graph 4
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potato television adverts are also possible.
Simplicity of operation is essential
for the intended use. Consequently,

several devices would have been necessary to cover the required delay at a

reasonable frequency bandwidth. Sig-

there are only three controls on the front
panel. Two of these set the delay required (coarse and fine). The third is the
Repeat control, which sets the amount of

niﬁcant distortion can also result as the

echo signal fed back around the loop.
This ranges from 0% to almost 100%.
My original plan was to use bucket
brigade delay line chips, however

8K RAM chip to store the data samples. The delay of half a second is
achievable, with a bandwidth of
BKHz. The incoming signal passes

voltage samples are passed down the
chain.
The design presented here uses an

through with no bandwidth limiting.
Distortion on the echo signals is
generally less than 5%, although this
will build up each time a sound is
echoed.
The upper frequencies would normally be lost on natural echos, so the

bandwidth limitation is not a problem
in practice. Similarly the distortion on
the echo signals will generally pass

unnoticed.

panel. and then position the PCB
and transformer in the base of the
case. The PCB should be mounted

+121!

with three M3 screws, with extra
nuts to act as spacers. The trans-

n18
,1ox
616+

R16

”HF

47K

former is also mounted with M3
hardware. which should ideally be
nylon to insulate the mounting
frame from the outside world. A
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100K
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output sockets, and the mains ﬂex.
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POWER SUPPLV CIRCUIT

Construction.
The circuit is constructed on a single
sided PCB, which is available from
Electronics in Action (see page 61). The

track layout and component positioning
are shown in Figure 5.
There are 30 links that should be
made ﬁrst, using thin (approx. 268WG)
tinned copper wire. The resistors, diodes
and capacitors can then be ﬁtted in size
order. Sockets may be used for the [CS
if required - since all the devices are
static sensitive this may be a good idea.
Do not insert the IC’s into the
sockets until the remainder of
the PCB construction is complete.

1C1! and IC12 will be
come warm in operation and
should be mounted on a small

heatsink. The mounting tabs
of both devices are connected
to the 0V rail so no insulation

washers are required. A small
mm of silicone grease or
hot transfer paste should be
placed between the devices
and the heatsink.
Terminal pins may be ﬁtted
in the holes for the off-board
wiring, so that the connections

can be made after the PCB is
ﬁtted into the case.
The prototype was constructed in a plastic case,

used in the prototype because it
was to hand. however a 250mA
conventional type is suitable.
The rear panel needs to be
drilled for the audio input and

m

out.

OUT

The interwiring i s showu in
ﬁgure 5 , the pots are shown

024

czi‘;
wont:

The hole for the latter should be
ﬁtted with a cable gland or grommet, and the cable must be secured to prevent it being pulled

* as

T”:...

190mm x 165mm x 68mm, see parts list

for details. A suitable overlay for the
front panel is shown in Figure 5. Two
photocopies may be taken (enlarge to
162mm * 64mm), one can then be used

as a drilling template while the other
may be ﬁxed to the front panel with
clear self-adhesive vinyl. No actual
values are shown for the delay controls,
since they might confuse a nontechnical
user.
Set the stop on SW] to position six.
Fit the pots and switches to the front

viewed from the rear. Audio coax
may be used for the connections
to the rear panel sockets if desired,

although the prototype worked
ﬁne with ribbon cable. The remaining connections may be made
with ribbon cable or whatever is
available.
The mains ﬂex should be connected

to the ﬂying leads on the recommended
transformer with a chock-block type

connector. No mains switch or fuse were

ﬁtted on the prototype for simplicity. A

3A (or lower) fuse must be ﬁtted in the

mains plug.

Testing and Using.
Ensure that the internal mains connections are adequately insulated. Connect

the unit to the mains and switch on. If a
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test meter is available, check the voltage
outputs from [C] l and lClZ on the

appropriate pins. The voltages required
should be l2V +I-0.5V and 5V +I0.25V.
Unless an audio pulse generator and
oscilloscope are available, the remainder
of the unit is probably best tested by
connecting it to suitable audio equipment and trying it. The effects can be
heard readily on male speech.
The audio input signal should be
between 0.5 and 1V RMS for optimum
performance. bower levels will give
greatly increased distortion on the echo
signals due to the lower number of
sampling points available. Larger signals (over 2.5V pic—pk) will be distorted

due to clipping at the A-D convertor. If
the signal level is likely to vary signiﬁcantly, this unit should be preceded by

period between each echo can be altered.

You may notice an apparent pitch shift ,
, as the Fine Delay control is operated.

an automatic level control or compressor
circuit.
Initially set both delay controls fully
clockwise. As the repeat control is advanced, the echo should be heard more

this is due to sounds being replayed at a .
different rate to the one they were recorded at. Momentary bursts of noise

may also be heard as the Coarse Delay
control is set to longer periods, this is

times. You may notice that if a sound is

due to old data stored in the RAM being

repeated several times it becomes a little

replayed. Neither of these effects is

more distorted each time. With a more
normal decay. the distortion will tend to

relevant in practice. since the controls

occur as the sounds are getting quieter,
and will generally pass unnoticed. When
the control is at maximum, all the signal

is recycled which can cause some awful
'
sounds!
By operating the delay controls. the

would not be altered when the unit is
being used.
The best way to understand the unit’s

capabilities is to play with it for a while.
Havefun...fun...fun!
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Satellite TV,

TheoryI
Installation &
Repair
4th Edition.

SYSTEM 200 DEVICE PROGRAMMER

Access, Mastercard,

. s

Footprints, dish
theory, cables,
site survey.

polar mount
adjustment.
Eur
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Scrmlin
rcuits, Tactics &

service engineer.
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Systems,

Techniques. By John McCormac.
digital sound, smart cards, pirate
decoders, for hackers.
£32.
World SatelliteTV a Scrambling
Methods. 2nd Edition, by Baylin,
Madcx a McCormac for the

._ .

£29,

Home Satellite TV Installation Videotape.
Forty minutes VHS Pal. See how 3 metre

dishes are installed.

-

£27

Satellite Installation Guide. 3rd Edition.

By John Breeds.

£13.

The Satelllh Book. 2nd Edition. Acomplete
guide to satellite TV . Theory and practice by
ohn Breeds.
£31.
World SatelliteAimanac. 3rd Edition by Mark Long. 300 Footprints,
Frequencies, Transponder Loading. Orbital Assignments.
£69.

_ World Satellite Annual. Update by Mark Long.

£39.

TVFIO System Analysis and Aiming Software. 5.25 or 3.5 disk, (DOS
3.2). Calculates dish size and lists coordinates of all satellites in view. £39.
Satellite Toolbox Software, for IBM Comp. Hard Disk—' 5.25 or3.5. £59.

Wireless, Cable at SMATV. Microwave broadcasting 8. cable TV. £35.
World Satellite Yearly by Dr. Bayiin, Loading and 200 Footprints.
£38.
PRICES INCLUDE F! _& P. UK. Airmail Europe add 10%.
Outside Euro - e +20%.

SYSTEM; Programs 24,28,32 pin EPFIOMs, EEPFiOMs,
FLASH Memories and EPROM Emulators
as standard, quickly, reliably and at low cost
Expandable to cover virtuall anagrcgrammable part including serial EP
Ms,
PALs, GALs, EPLDs and microcontrollers, in
many different packages.
DESIGN: Not a plug-in card but connecting to the PC
serial or parallel port; it comes complete with
poweritil yet easy to use software, cable and
menus. .
SUPPORT: UK design, manufacture and support. Same
day dispatch, 12 month warranty. t o day
money back guarantee. ASK FOR FREE

m

I

MOP ELECTRONICS Ltd

-

Park Road Centre

Malmesbu , Wiltshrre SN16 OBX. UK
Tel: 0666

5146 Fax: 0666 825141

INFORMATION

PACK
GERMANY ass/4602071

E32932,“ 375%}753934

ITALY

02 92 10 35 54

FRANCE 1 69 30 13 79

Also from VEROSPEED UK

Musical Instrument

Technology
BTEC National Diploma
If you're interested in electronics and music why not
combine the two and study for a BTEC National Diploma
in Musical Instrument Technology. This practically based
course leads to a nationally recognised qualiﬁcation and
covers the following subject areas:

WM

We’ll supply the...

lililuuo soulllilllii
You supply the
popcorn and movie!

On Sale May 196+
Available from leading newsagents

Practical Electronics - Acoustics
Electronics Theory - Recording Techniques
Music Systems - Information Technology
Musicianship - Microelectronics
Electrical & Electronics Principles
For further details telephone 0636 701411
or write to
'

NEWARK 8t
SHERWOOD
COLLE GE
Friary Road, Newark, Notts, NG24 lPB

HIGH QUALITY PRINTED CIRCUIT BOA/IDS
BY MAIL ORDER!
Our unlque Mail Order system allows

QUANTITY 1-8

us to provide you with High Quality
Circuit Boards made to BS Spec. at
a fraction of the cost avilable
commercially. Simply send your
order stating the type and quantity

required, along with either Artwork

Sq In

2 Sides

1 Side

0-20

£8.00 ea

£5.00 ea

21-40

£10.00 ea

£700 ea

40-90

£15.00 ea

£1100 ea

or Gerber Cad Data.

Spec: 1.6mm fibreglass. 1 oz Copper.

QUANTITY 9-20

Non plated holes. Roller-Tinned finish.

Sq In

2 Sides

1 Side

0-20

£5.00 ea

£3.00 ea

£10.00

21-40

£7.00 ea

£4.00 ea

£5.00

40—90

£9.00 ea

£6.00 ea

REMEMBER TO ADD:
PHOTOPLOTTING
POST It PACKING

Send a Cheque or Postal Order
along with your order to:

MAIL ORDER CIRCUITS,
Meridian Centre, King Street.
Oldham, 0L8 1EZ
Fax: 061 624 2389

Please allow 21 days for delivery.
Due to the nature of our system,
only Prototyping work can be
carried out. For information on other

commercial orders, please contact
A0 Electronics, Coventry.

Designed for total security, this unique multifunction vehicle alarm has an
impressive array of features; probably more than most alarm systems.
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Address ................................. .................................

l

l at the special price of £64-90 each

.............................................................................

l

l

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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Please send ________ 5-Wire Car Alarms(s)

p ' u s

£ 1 . 4 0

f o r

D O S t a g e

a n d

p a C K i n g '

a

m

e

-

q

:

: Method of payment

................................................................................ :

l Dc’mue

Post Code ............................................................... l

DWS‘“ Order

l CIAooess or BarclayCard
:

DEED D

H lﬂ E"

| AuthorisedSignature
I

_

Explry Date: DEED

1994

—

MAY

—

I Please print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS

Telephone No ......................................................... l
l

"—I I H l

l‘]

..............................

Please send to:

Cirkit DiStribUtion Ltd'

Park Lane, Broxboume Harts. EN10 7N0

Tel. (0992)448899 Fax. (0992)471314

V

'

:

|
l

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l
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The Sniff continues
That ultra sensitive nose
‘: on a chip announced by

IBM might well detect
certain chemical
reactions at molecular
level and could provide
remote electronic signals
say from the upper
atmosphere. One
wonders whether it is
beyond the bounds of

'15:: possibility to generate
smells (chemicals) from

electrical signals?

7661AVIN
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Car Security
Change the simple
system of a mechanical
key to unlock the door
; and start the engine by

an electronic key. This
would not only open the

if; door but it could start the
. engine through
unlocking an encrypted
code for the electronic
" ignition system. This

‘ way no thief could get
the car moving as the
.:. spark plugs would not
tire. This makes you
think how primitive the
system is. The under-

“ bonnet electronics could
be potted in black epoxy
resin with a minimum of

‘ wires and information
externally. This would

give added security. The
encrypted code for this

' vehicle, apart from being
unique, could also be
the registration number
and if in the event the
car does somehow
move without the
electronic key it would
automatically trigger off
an alert beacon.

Car Parking
Proximity detector on

front and rear of car for
parking in small spaces
giving alert of distances
with a change of audible
pitch.

Mains Failure
Audible warning for
failure of deep freeze

units. -

Work those brains,
exercise, exercise,
exercise!
deas never come easy do they?
Some say that talking to a like
minded person will bring out the
best in you. The more you talk, the
greater the chance that an idea will come
out in conversation. Also to some it
depends on what the weather is like or
how much sleep you have had the previ-

ous night.
All great inventions start as little
notions that get scribbled down and
expanded upon. and that‘s what the

Electronics in Action Ideas Forum is all
about. Now you are the inventors.
Even though great inventions come to
mind, the tragedy is you may dismiss the

idea as worthless. So if you think of a
good idea discuss it with a friend to see
if they agree with you that what you
have to tell the world is brilliant. Then
ask yourself, do lots of other people
want to hear about it and would you like
them to benefit from your idea? Is there
a market for it? If there is, who will
mass manufacture it? These are some of
the questions that have to be thought
about.
If you have any suggestions or have
developed any of the ideas that have been
appearing in this column we would love
tobearﬁ'omyou,feelfreetodropusa
line. It could be the ﬁrst step along the
road to fame.

Electronics in Action, PO Box 600,
Berkhamsted Harts. HP4 1 ML

0 you don’t fancy messing up your
best measuring jug with Ferric

Chloride, but you still want to
make some of our projects properly - with
a PCB? This is where we stop in. At Electronics in Action we can offer, at very

.
F 0 2 1 ; ?’ PCBS for a“ Mom.
Just qelw which PCBs 5,011q till
in the coupon and post it to us with a

I!
i

Send the completed coupon (include 80p for postage and packing) to
At Your Service, Electronics in Action
.3.
PO Box 600, Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1NL
Please enter amount required in
box

1

cheque or postal order (for the full amount)

made payable to Electronics In Action.
The coupon lists all the projects
featured in the last four issues and any-

thing older than that is listed below. We
have left some blank spaces on the

coupon should you wish to order an
older PCB.

January Issue
QH0194-1
The Hannoniser (2 boards)
£10.00
QH0194-2
Power Amplifier (double sided) £7.00
QH01 94-3
Remote Control Extender
£5.00

December issue
i
;

Switcher main board ............... £10.00

3

Switcher Front panel ................. £6.00

1

i
MAY 1994

omega-3

OH 1293-4

Video Editing Unit ..................... £8.00

November Issue
QH1 193-1

Power Supply (double sided) £6.00
QH1193~2
Telescope lnput board .............. £5.50
QH1193-3
Drainpipe Seismometer ............ £5.50

October Issue
QH1 093-1

Telescope Main Board ............ £12.00

QH1093-2

'

Hi-fi Preamp
£4.50
QH1093-3
Laser Zone ................................ £5.00
QH1093-4
-_

-

3mg? (“me am") """" £550
_

'

3'9 Gen board --------------------------- 94-50

OH 1093-6

Crossaver unit ___________________________ £330

BK Electronics ..............................
28
Baylin Publications . . . . . . . . . . . 57

Butterwarln Heineman.

Hart Electronics
Mail Order Circuits ..

.‘............. 29
...... 58

..... 34

JPG Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

Chelmer Valve Company ............. 41

MQP Electronics Ltd. ...................... 57

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd.

Omni Electronics ................................. 51

.1 s N Bull ..........................

13 Labcenter Electronics.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd. ................... OBC
Delcia ........................................

....... 51

35

E lectrovalue ......................................... 35
European Computer Marketing (UK) . 19
Express Components ....................... 22
Halcyon Electronics ........................

Newark 8. Shenlvood College .

...... 4o
..... 58

Public Domain 8. Shareware Library .. 51

Stewart of Reading .......................... 51
Robinson & Marshal
..
Those Engineers Ltd.
Tsien (UK) Ltd ................................... lBC

ADVERTISER ’
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n

QH1293-1
Guitar Tremolo .......................... £5.00
QH 1293-2

Bringing the world closer together
lectronics in Action in cooperation with The Technology
Exchange Ltd., the international
technology matchmaking service based

in the UK, brings you each month a
selection of technology partnership
opportunities to which you are invited to
respond.
The Technology Exchange, which
was formed in 1935 as a not-for-proﬁt
technology sourcing service to industry,
holds abiannual ‘Technoshop' Technol—
ogy Transfer Fair at Heathrow Airport
and several ‘Techmart' Fairs overseas
for the United Nations (UNIDO).
For this issue of Electronics in Action, we are presenting a series of offers
of licence, joint venture and patents
rights for sale from organisations in 34
countries.
If you would like to have an introduction to any of the sources of the
offers describes in these proﬁles, please
write to The Technology Exchange
quoting the reference number at the head
of the entry and giving full contact
details for the contact person in your
own organisation and your requirements
for a new product or process develop'
ment.
The only cost associated with this
process is a simple £10 plus VAT intro-

duction fee for each entry to which you
respond. For this we will send you full
contact details for the source of the offer
and invite them to send you more detailed information about their offer.
The code letters at the head of each
offer indicate the stage of development,
type of offer and the type of organisation making the offer as indicated in the
cable
Each entry is preceded by a reference
number and letters indicating STATUS.
OFFER and SOURCE.
Please respond directly to:
Tho Technology Exchange Ltd.
“lost Park
Sllsoo
Bodford
mus 4H5
or Fax: 0525 800664
Phone: 0525 080333

The payment of £10 plus VAT
(£11.75) per Item should be sent

with your requests.

408737
TAPA-CHlP-CARRIER ARRAY AND
MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Continuous roll by roll production. Use
of HT ﬁlms and of high vacuum processes. Application in all ﬁelds of electronic equipment technology.

1 08733

KNOW-HOW FOR COMPOSITION
RESISTOR PRODUCTION
Vacuum technology for ﬁlm deposition
on ceramic carrier by way of plasmalmn
sputtering.

507443
THE EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
FOR MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC
TRIMMING CAPACITOR
The main application of Phi 7 ceramic

trimmer is for frequency adjusting in the
circuits of small sized radio receivers,
walk-talkers, receive-recorders and color
TV. The ceramic trimmers have advantages of small volume, easy frequency
modulation and excellent electrical

properties. The production line has
mostly realised automisation for the
equipment, and jigs have also been
auton'n'sed.

700750
SWITCH TECHNOLOGY
Production technology and process for
automated series production of crossbar
switches, solenoids and welded precious
metal contact components.

507434
CLGY-1 SEMICONDUCTOR SOS
PRESSURE SENSOR
New type SOS (silicon on sapphire)
pressure sensors, using good dielectric
strength sapphire to replace P-N junction isolation, have higher working

207431
LONG WAVELENGTH INGAAS

PHOTODIODES
Long wavelength lnGaAs photodiodes
are key devices for optical communication and new products of high technol,
ogy. The structures include PIN
photodiode and avalanche photodiode
(APD). The dark current for PIN
photodiodes is less than 111A, responsi-

bility > 0.7 mAImW. The multiplity
factor for APD is larger than 30,'responsibility >05 mAImW.

temperature, high radiation resistant

property, high accuracy, sensitivity and

607452

frequency response. It can be used in
many areas such as aerospace, nuclear

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL CONTROLLER

engineering, energy, oil and chemical
engineering etc. Main speciﬁcations:
pressure range 0-50.0kg fisq cm; operating
temperature: -40 degrees C to +200

FOR BACKDROP LIGHT
This equipment is used to control and
adjust backdrop light. It features large in

degrees C; fall output: lOOmV; Accuracy:

unit capacity and output, small size, fullstandard elements and devices, fullelectronic circuits, easy maintenance etc.

0.2%, 0.3%, 0.5%, 1.0% of full scale.

It is capable of adjust in the light either

manually or automatically with program
control or audio control, and matrix
'
control for all the light is also available.
707442
ASSEMBLING AND MANUFACTURING
TECHNIQUE FOR HIGH-FREQUENCY
LOW-NOISE TRANSISTORS
The transfer of the exclusive techniques
includes: Product research development,

manufacturing method and formulation,
quality control used to fabricate cased
T0-92 B37 (Model M), R246 (3P cross
and 4P croSs), SOT—23 (3Pmini) and

SOT-143 (4Pmini), as well as highfrequency, low-noise transistors for
black/white TV tuners and color TV
tuners.

acid resistance, low internal resistance,

ﬁne pore size, no gas generation other
than 02 and H2 etc. The separator paper
is used for sealed lead acid battery.
908210 C ” J G
ELECTRIC FAN PRODUCTION
MAJRO series of electric fans of our
factory or of advanced design. They
have high air ﬂow, small power consumption, low temperature rise, and
negligible noise. We would export items
of electric fan technology as follows: 1)
fan assembly (involving equipment,
training, inspection testing and repairing); 2) technology for manufacturing
fan parts; 3) technology for manufacturing motor and complete set of equipment.

307430
1 0811 8 C DU 6
PLATED TYPE CYLINDRICAL NICKEL
CADMIUM STORAGE BATTERY

The present invention (ROST) relates to

Plant and technologies for producing
plated nickel cadmium storage batteries _

an IGFET in which two gate terminals
are set up. The device provides special—
ity of its transfer curve with non-cut-off.
remote cut—off and sharp cut-off characteristics. When necessary, the values of

cutt—off voltage are obtained by means

with-the annual production capacity of
, 300,000 cells. By additional improvements the plated type of cylindrical
nickel cadmium storage batteries to
other speciﬁcation can be produced.

of gate bars.

307444
THE FABRICATION TECHNIQUE FOR
LC FILTER
The transfer of the exclusive techniques
includes: product research development,
manufactin-ing method and formulation,

as well as quality control used to fabricate high-pass LC ﬁlter for TV tuner,
band-pass DC ﬁlter for FM receiver. LC
ﬁlter for CATV system and isolator.
307435
PTC CERAMIC THERMAL SENSOR
The PTC sensor is a kind of
semiconducting thermal sensor with a
main composition of Barium Titanate. It
is a good semiconductor below Curie
temperature whileits resistivity in—
creases rapidly by 3—5 orders of magnitude within a narrow range of temperature above Curie point. Because of this
characteristic, PTC sensors have wide
applications in electrical utensil, electronic industry and medical treatment.
such as the electrical heater with constant temperature, motor starter, over

cmrent protector etc.

208217 C LIJ G
BATTERY SEPARATOR
Glass fibre paper type of battery separa-

tor has features of quick electrolyte
absorption, high electrolyte retention,

10811 6 C LN G
SINTERED PLATE CYLINDRICAL
SEALED NICKEL CADMIUM STORAGE
BATTERY
The product is in accordance with the

IEC standards using all sintered electrodes. The battery capacities of 0.5, 1.5,
3.5 Ah, can be discharged at high, medium or low rates. The products are
characterised by good performance at
low temperature, long service life, shock
and vibration tolerance, easy mainte-

nance.

907400
TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT FOR

PRODUCTION OF CIVIL

RESISTANCE-OXIDE-SEMICONDUCTOR FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR

(nosn

regions where Vigurese, Chinese, Eng—
lish, Russian are used.

POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON SOLAR
BATTERY
The technology and special equipment
for producing civil polycrystalline sili—
cone soiar cells include: The process of
casting polycrystalline silicon ingots.
The process of producing polycrystalline
silicon solar cells adopts the world
advanced technique, such as screen
printing, plasma etching, antireﬂection
spray film coating etc. The process of

1 0811 7 C L“ G
SINTERED TYPE PRISMATIC NICKEL
CADMIUM STORAGE BATTERY

sealing and packing modules uses some
special equipment.

Plant and technologies for producing
sintered prismatic nickel cadmium storage batteries with the production capac-

1 07399
SILICON SOLAR CELL MANUFACTURE TECHNIQUE
AMI 5, 25 degrees C, conversion efﬁciency of single solar cell is 12-13%
AMO 25 degrees C, TJDG BSR, BSE
conversion efﬁciency is Iii-13.5%. It
was awarded the silver medal in 1980.
Using for the terrestrial solar array and

ity of I00,000 cells (20 Ah each) per

year. Batteries to other speciﬁcations
can also be produced.
103218 F ” J G
ELECTRONIC ENERGY-SAVING LAMP
This electronic energy-saving lamp is
produced by means of the latest patented
technology. The product has the unique
temperature and voltage protective
device. lts circuit design can raise lighting efﬁciency. So it has solved the
problem of service life of the energysaving lamp.

7445
24 SERIES VIGURESE, CHINESE,
ENGLISH AND RUSSIAN PRINTER

satellite solar array.

81 1 5 c ” J G
METALLISED FILM CAPACITOR
can be used in single phase electric
machines such as refrigerator, air conditioner, washing machine, electric fan,

ventilator and water pump. It is also
applicable in power factor correction eg
in ﬂuorescent light.

The new product is based on the
STONE-2401 electric printer while its
software and hardware are redesigned. It
can be used as a Vigurese printer, a
Chinese printer, an English printer and a

Russian printer. There are three
subtypes: Vigurese—Chinese-English
printer, Russian-Chinese—English printer
and RussianvEnglish printer. This product can be utilised in countries and

esteem
.

22.".3‘uc‘w’
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Alan McKeon, International Vice President of Iterated Systems, considers
still and moving images: how the human eye sees them, how computers
handle them and how they will be delivered across

the digital information super-highway.
were using this discovery to
provide a completely automatic
compression/decompression
process.
Fractal images share many of
the same qualities of images in
nature; unlike other digitised
pictures they are scalable.
stretchable and can be zoomed
or enhanced at will. The iterative nature of the mathematics
simply creates ‘new’ detail.

be human eye sees the

world as a set of attrac
tive pictures, continuous

images whose elements ﬂow one
into the other and are understood

NOILOVUlSOINOHLOE'IEl

as a whole — basically in ana—

logue form. When we take
pietures into the world of com—
puters, on the other hand, they

are approximated into a digital
format, sampled at a given reso-

lution - rather like looking
through a mesh - and then
encoded and stored digitally as a
series of ones and zeros. These
closed sets of information are
then used to reproduce the image
on screen or in print. The chal—

Asymmetric
processing
So what does this mean to the
delivery of services on the digital information super-highway?
Look at the parallels in standard
publishing delivery - printing a
magazine is time and cost inten-

1766l AVIN
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lenge to computer hardware and

software designers has always
been to encode images in the
same natural way that the eye

sive, but buying a magazine is

sees them - and reproduce them

in the same way that the brain
decodes them.
During the seventies and eighties.
mathematical researchers investigated
this challenge, exploring Chaos Theory
and Fractals. Fractal images were ﬁrst

identiﬁed by the Swedish mathematician
Helge Von Koch in the early 1900s,
although it was only in 1978 that Benoit
Mandelbrot ﬁrst used the term fractal to
mean ‘a broken structure possessing
similar looking forms at many different
sizes’. Mandelbrot’s research in pure

mathematics enabled him to prove that
natural structures and forms could be
described and imitated using recursive
algorithms (sets of mathematical instruc-

tions). He demonstrated that apparently
disparate collections canbe thought of
as single geometric structures, and

pictures of them created.
Mathematically, it is the inﬁnite

complexity of fractais combined with
low information content that makes
them fascinating. Most people are now
familiar with fractally—produced ‘paisley‘ patterns and computer ‘landscape
generators’ which can create entire

terrains from small sets of data. Using

fractals to create psychedelic patterns or
imaginary landscapes is. however, of

fairly limited use. It was British-hem

easy and cheap. Fractal compression is similarly ‘asymmelrical’ - whilst the compression
process is intensive, decompression is
low cost and very fast. File sizes are
small (important for bandwidth), and

Dr Michael Barnsley and his research
team at Georgia Tech who ﬁrst began

because information is stored in a de-

seriously to examine how the process
might be reversed, and a practical and
valuable tool created.
Rather than ‘growing’ an image from
a small amount of data they set out to
discover ways in which real-world
images could be described in terms of
fractal mathematics. Barnsley‘s Collage
Theorem proposed that all images could
be reduced, using fractal analysis, and
deﬁned by simple formulae. A highly
complex and information-rich picture
could therefore be described in very
brief terms.
The process of identifying the fractal
codes was extremely time consuming
until 1988, when Barnsley discovered

language (rather like Postscript) decompressed images can be reproduced at
resolutions and bit-depths independent
of the original input.

the Fractal Transform process. This
automated the identiﬁcation of fractal
codes within real-world images so that

computers could take over the task.
Very quickly Barnsley and his team

scriptive rather than representative

Resolution independence, as this

aspect of the technology is known, is
one of the key components and advantages of fractal image handling. With
out a ﬁxed resolution, for instance, one
compressed image can serve as both
thumbnail portrait and full screen picture. More traditional image compression techniques have their qualities
deﬁned at the time of compression,

which can make them more than a little
inﬂexible if at some later date one needs
to use them in a way not foreseen at the
time.
Using fractals, images can also be
zoomed to reveal details without the
pixellation and blockiness associated
with the techniques available to date.

The data is simply ‘reiterated' to ﬁll in
the gaps. Fractally compressed images
are in any case easier for the eye to read,
since they mimic the natural process.
Even at extremely high compression
ratios, or at high zoom levels, where the

image might be expected to deteriorate
beyond recognition, fractal images tend
to appear as slightly blurry images rather
than as a mass of barely indistinguishable pixels.
In terms of where we are now, the
vision of the super-highway is in many
ways just that, a future horizon, and the
idea of fully ‘wired’ areas, a thousand
channels of interactive TV, video on
demand and home shopping have yet to
hit the mainstream. However, given the
upgrading of current linking technologies that carry voice and data, of bulletin
board services and gateways into and
out of the all consuming InterNet, we

can foresee sporadic growth in an un~
regulated way - with the
InterNet as the backbone of the
ﬁrst incarnation of the digital
super-highway.
Most immediately, the implementation of Graphical User Inter-

tive and much more visual than they are
at present. Teleshoppers will be able to
see and stroll around a store; video
previews and reviews will be instantly
available and Video On Demand services will enable you to browse through
listings, look at a clip and then
download the video of your choice.
And even if you are going out you will
probably be able ﬁrst to call on pictures
of the theatre or restaurant

In essence the vast installed base of
PCs will drive down component costs
and drive technological advances very
much faster than static technologies
such as CD-I and 3DO on their own, and
software advances will make “surﬁng
the net' immensely simpler.

or museum you want to

visit, as well as book
your tickets.

Hold on - We are

conne cting you

It has to be said in passing
that this is a marketing
person’s dream - to be able

to target, precisely and
according to demographic

faces (GUIs) (and the way in which

fractal image compression will
make it easier to include images as
well as text) will make these servv
ices more and more usable and

More Power to the
PC

proﬁle and a host of other
criteria, the customers you

:l‘mageﬂles take up huge
moante ofdisk space This

accessible, and much more likely to
become a part of every day life.
The services available on the
InterNet now and accessible to an ever
growing pool of users will inevitably be
reﬂected in the services delivered on the
full highway. On-line education, for
instance, is available now, as is
teleshopping. On an InterNet superhighway these services will be interac-

want without requiring them
to step outside of their
doors.
As time goes by the
‘front end’ of all these online services will continue
to be the personal computer,
at least in some form. They
will form the basis of all interactive
multimedia systems, while other devices
and systems gradually migrate and
become ‘pluggable’ to PCs. Both CD-I
and 3DO have already announced plans
to do just that. With the various com-

munications technologies we have today
gradually converging it is possible, even
likely, that in the future some hybrid
machine combining the qualities of
television. videophone and general
purpose computer will offer access to
the super-highway via one control unit.

The GUI. however, is only
the ﬁrst of the massive computational requirements
needed to mask the complexity of the underlying
technology so that we are
able to extract value from
the information super-highway. As the
data itself becomes more visual even
greater processing power will be needed
to analyze and recognize images intelligently. The ‘agents’ that will process
data intelligently for you, so that you
only receive information on the subjects
you want to learn about, will not de~
velop on non-PC platforms; other technologies - the multimedia games machines, for instance - whilst they are
maturing towards compatibility with the
PC, do not have the competitive pressures of the PC platform. They cannot
double in power and halve in price every
eighteen months.
Today‘s PCs offer a vast installed
base and a broad spectrum of niche
markets (therefore providing low barriers to entry for software developers).
This in turn leads to a proliferation of
titles and applications, and still greater
demand for PCs and power.

Seeing is believing
The key principle of all
these developments, and

the factor which links
them all, is of course their

dependency on the use of
images. Where advanced
compression techniques
such as the Fractal Transform ﬁt into the scheme
of things is obvious even with the fastest
modem speeds and/or
ISDN lines, raw images)f
visuals will always take
up enormous space ~
with moving images the
problem is simply exacerbated.
The fractal approach is
a key enabling technology
NOW and will continue
to develop as the superhighway itself does. From still and
moving image compression to intelligent image recognition the fractal architecture of images will, as we move into

the late 19905 and the next millennium,
be as important to the development of
the digital super-highway as Euclidean
geometry was to the development of

CADICAM in the 70s and 80s. It may
be unseen and (as yet) unknown to

many but the developments in the
fractal world will be key to the delivery.
use, extension and development of the
super-highway.
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